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Acknowledging the original
inhabitants of this area
We are located in Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley, an area that is
a small part of what was Lenni-Lenape territory. We understand that the Lenni-Lenape were friendly and accommodating — until the settlers gradually, and often violently, forced
them from their territory. We acknowledge the injustice and
mistreatment indigenous people faced as a result of colonialism. We recognize that they practiced many of the same values we hold, including respect and regenerative stewardship of
the land and other living things, eating healthy natural foods,
social justice and restorative practices, and community-based
participatory decision-making.
The largest surviving groups of Lenni-Lenape descendants are
the Delaware Nation of Oklahoma and the Delaware Indian
Tribe, but there are several other significant groups and organizations, including the Ramapaugh Mountain Lenape and
the Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania.
The number of groups, their wide dispersal, and their strong
identification with the Lenni-Lenape are pretty clear indicators of the extent to which colonialism disrupted a strong
Indigenous civilization in this area, paralleling impacts in other parts of the US and the continent as a whole.
For more information, see www.sustainlv.org/about-us.
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-

350 Berks & Lehigh Valley Climate Action

260 East Main Street
Kutztown, PA 19530
610-678-7726
Karen Feridun
karen.feridun@gmail.com

350 Berks & Lehigh Valley Climate Action is a network of
leaders of environmental, renewable energy, and sustainability
efforts in Berks County and the Lehigh Valley who have joined
together to spotlight the climate crisis. We are dedicated to
educating and informing the public and taking action to mitigate the effects of climate change in our region. We invite interested individuals to join us!

www.facebook.com/350BLVCA/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley Chapter

PO Box 3018
Allentown, PA 18106
610-398-3074
Jim Palmquist
jim.palmquist01@gmail.com
www.aclupa.org/chapters/
greaterlehighvalley

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is a nonpartisan
organization devoted to the defense of civil liberties. It files
legal briefs in civil liberties cases, discusses civil liberties problems with government officials, and testifies before legislative
bodies. It provides educational information on civil rights in
protests, immigrants rights, on being a legal observer, LGBTQ
rights, and other issues. Contact us to get on our chapter email
list. All are welcome.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Allentown Hiking Club

Box 1542
Allentown, PA 18105

The Allentown Hiking Club, founded in 1931, has approximately 275 members from throughout the greater Lehigh
Valley. It has maintained a 10.3-mile section of the Appalachian
Jim Gabowitz
Trail since 1931. Its quarterly newsletter includes articles and a
allentownhikingclub.info@gmail.com 3-month activities schedule. Meetings are the first Wednesday
evening of the month, currently at St. Timothy’s Lutheran
www.allentownhikingclub.org
Church in Allentown. An enthusiasm for outdoor recreation
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
and adventure and concern for conservation of the resources
which make their activities possible bind its members together.
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A Sustainability Narrative

W

hen I had first planted my
roots in Bethlehem thirteenand-a-half years ago, it wasn’t
long before I had experienced my first taste
of the community within. With a backyard
full of yard debris and no truck to haul it
to the compost center, my next-door neighbor offered to help me run it over with his
truck — then, unbeknownst to me, he took
it over himself while I was at work the next
day. Since then I have experienced that
sense of community time and time again,
from all over the City: from neighbors
helping clear the walk from the most recent snow storm to volunteering their time
at any one of our local soup kitchens, the
passion that Bethlehem residents put into
improving our community sometimes takes
my breath away.
As I immersed myself into the community further, I found not only that sense of
community deepen, but a sense of sustainability as well. Invited to join Bethlehem’s
Environmental Advisory Council (EAC), I
had the opportunity to see first hand how
volunteers were able to have a voice in local
environmental policy. As the City announced
its second Climate Action Plan — this time
with the aspiration to include the entire
Bethlehem community in emissions reduction — the opportunity arose for the EAC to
have a major role in its crafting.
In the time since we have discovered
an abundance of sustainability-inducing
possibilities. Improvements to our parks
and green infrastructure can enhance our
stormwater resiliency as well as our con2

nectedness to nature; expanding our walkable and bikeable transportation infrastructure and encouraging electric vehicles can
improve our air quality as well as our quality of life; reducing our plastic usage and
enhancing our recycling efforts can reduce
our waste and keep our city beautiful. There
are so many opportunities to develop the
sustainability in our community — both the
possibilities and the benefits are endless.
These opportunities, however, are not
limited to any one community: I see these
kernels everywhere in the Lehigh Valley.
My first Lehigh Valley endeavor into sustainability, the Lehigh Valley Sierra Club,
had quickly shown me what so many in the
Valley are doing. Improving and protecting water quality, advocating for renewable
energy, and encouraging an appreciation of
the outdoors is at the heart of their mission.
Every other group I encounter only reinforce this — from Wildlands Conservancy
to the Alliance for Sustainable Communities to the various watershed associations
and every other EAC in the Valley. There
are many groups that advise and advocate
for protecting and expanding our natural
resources and improving our residents’ quality of life.
The opportunities for every one of us to
engage ourselves are seemingly boundless.
The organizations that dedicate themselves
to improving our communities are all
around us, with a diversity that allows us to
find the one that suits us best. The actions
and endeavors that the individuals in these
groups make are not monumental — in real-

ity they may only take a few hours of their
time in any given month. But the impact
they have collectively can be monumental.
The Lehigh Valley — both as a collection
of communities and as one larger commu-

nity — possesses some incredible natural
resources, and it is up to us to ensure their
protection. Each one of us has the potential to be a part of this. All we have to do is
reach out.

by Brian Hillard
Brian is a technical specialist for the Sustainable Energy Fund,
serves on the Bethlehem Environmental Advisory Council (EAC),
and is helping prepare Bethlehem’s Climate Action Plan.

Tom Maxfield

Brian Hillard’s essay speaks to one of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community interests
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Allentown Public Theatre (APT)

417 N 7th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
888-895-5645
Zinnia Santiago
info@allentownpublictheatre.com
www.allentownpublictheatre.com
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Alliance for Sustainable Communities–Lehigh Valley

c/o Morning Star Center
1966 Creek Road
Bethlehem, PA 18015
484-893-0475
Suzie Rosse
info@sustainlv.org
www.sustainLV.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

We promote sustainability, advocating for and opposing threats
to: the environment; the rights of communities, social groups,
and individuals; local economies serving community needs via
meaningful, non-exploitative work; healthful food and farms;
healthy communities built on participatory democracy. We
work to enhance the efforts of sustainability-minded organizations. Our projects include: the Sustainability Commons,
Transitions Lehigh Valley and Transitions U, Sustainable
Lehigh Valley and its directory, website, college internship
programs, support of the community rights work of CELDF,
networking collaboratives, and working groups. Sign up on our
website to receive our Sustainability Doings e-newsletter.

Americas Solidarity Group

c/o LEPOCO Peace Center
313 W Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-691-8730
Bob Riggs
lepoco@fast.net
www.lepoco.org/americassolidarity-group
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Dedicated to empowering our diverse communities through
the performing arts, expanding opportunities for cultural
participation and education in theatre, and creating works
that address contemporary issues. APT offers after-school
theatre programs, summer children’s programming in
downtown Allentown, original touring productions, educational workshops, and the curated arts series “Voices of
Conscience: Toward Racial Understanding”, which stretches
across the Valley, engaging dozens of other arts organizations
and sparking relevant community discussion through the arts.
Community-based arts events build healthy, sustainable, cultural places that will last for generations to come. Like us on
Facebook or sign up for our free e-newsletter on our website.

An active working group of LEPOCO since the 1980s, the
group focuses on U.S. policy in Latin America, the ongoing
U.S. military/security presence in the countries of the Western
Hemisphere, as well as U.S. policy towards Indigenous peoples
of the Americas. ASG holds educational programs and supports the local participation in solidarity delegations and
projects for peace in Latin America and calls attention to the
extractive industries and government in the Americas that
infringe upon the rights of local communities and of nature.
Meetings and events are announced in the LEPOCO newsletter, on the website, and in LEPOCO’s weekly e-mail.

-

Artisans Co-Lab

3560 Route 378

(in Dr. Feelgoode building)

Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-984-2269
artisanscolab.org

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Facilitates individual and collaborative creativity of local artisans producing original, hand-crafted work. Provides a range
of private workshop spaces from 50 to 1500 square feet for as
little as $50 a month. By providing resources and networking
opportunities, the Co-Lab promotes and elevates local art and
artists in the Lehigh Valley. In-house tools: 10” 220v table
saw, 18” 220v band saw, standing drill press, Mankel gas forge,
anvil, 110v MIG welder, metalwork table w/HD vises, bar
clamps, C-clamps, workstations, forklift, pallet jacks, and more.
Separate large common shared workshop with 110v/220v/230v
3-phase rotary converter and dust collection system.

Arts Community of Easton

PO Box 465
Easton, PA 18044
Danny Moyer
info@eastonart.org
www.eastonart.org

The Arts Community of Easton is a non-profit organization of
artists, educators, and supporters of the arts. Monthly meetings
showcase local and regional artists. Projects during the year
include studio tours, art shows, art festivals, community art
murals, and art education projects. Emphasis on community
revitalization through the arts is a priority. Facebook: ACE

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

I recycle paper and plastic. I always turn off the lights and water
when I am not using them. I reuse the same grocery bag. I reuse the
same water bottles before throwing them away. I air dry all of my
clothes instead of using the dryer.

-

Beginning Over Foundation

PO Box 3223
Easton, PA 18043
610-438-9112
Heidi Markow
heidi@beginningover.org

We pledge our time, energy, and voices to protect victims of
domestic abuse. Our goal is to help shelter and protect families
in crisis and support long-term solutions to help them rebuild
and sustain healthy lives and to raise awareness about intimate
partner violence through education programs.
Facebook: Beginning Over Foundation

www.beginningover.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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-

Berks Gas Truth

260 East Main Street
Kutztown, PA 19530-1517
610-678-7726
Karen Feridun
karen.feridun@gmail.com

Berks Gas Truth is a grassroots organization fighting for a ban
on fracking and an end to natural gas infrastructure, including pipelines, compressor stations, power plants, LNG, ethane
crackers, and other processing plants. Please visit our website
for meeting notices, sign up for our newsletter on our site, or
visit us on Facebook and Twitter.

www.gastruth.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Recycling/repurposing. Our yard is a wildlife habitat. Hang laundry.
hybrid car. Small house. Clothes- hand me down or thrift. Bike to
work. Reusable containers. Green cleaning.

-

Bethlehem Backyards for Wildlife

107 Mt. Airy Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Martha Christine
bethlehembackyardsforwildlife@
gmail.com

We are a subcommittee of the Environmental Advisory
Council. Our mission is to work with the City of Bethlehem
to support biodiversity and minimize negative environmental
impacts by encouraging city residents, schools, businesses, and
other organizations to implement wildlife-friendly and sustainable garden practices. Visit our Facebook page.

www.facebook.com/
Bethlehem-Backyards-forWildlife-120776089812/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Bethlehem Food Co-Op

PO Box 58
Bethlehem, PA 18016
Board of Directors
info@bethlehemfood.coop
www.bethlehemfood.coop
COOPER ATIVE
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The Bethlehem Food Co-Op is a diverse community encouraging physical, social, and economic health by providing healthful, affordable food; emphasizing local, sustainable, humane,
and natural food systems; and offering unique educational opportunities to the entire community. We are working to open
a brick-and-mortar grocery store in downtown Bethlehem.
Find us on Facebook (BethlehemFoodCoOp), Twitter
(@BethlehemCo_op), and Instagram (@bethlehemfoodcoop).

-

Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community

1530 8th Ave
1st Floor, Suite 102
Bethlehem, PA 18018
484-526-2100
Bonnie S Coyle
bonnie.coyle@sluhn.org
www.slhn.org/ConditionsServices/Community-Health/
Bethlehem-PartnershipHealthy-Community

The Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community is a collaborative initiative of a wide range of local businesses, government, educational, and community organizations. Their belief
is that the community can work together to improve the health
status and quality of life with children and families living in
Bethlehem and Fountain Hill through the physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual wellness of individual community
members. The Partnership’s three main strategic goals are to 1)
improve access to care; 2) promote child and adolescent health;
and 3) eliminate health disparities.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Beyond Capitalism Working Group

Faramarz Farbod
fara@sustainlv.org
www.sustainlv.org/thinkglobally/finding-solutions/
beyond-capitalism/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Our working group is named after the reading we started out
with, Gar Alperowitz’s America Beyond Capitalism. We have
been discussing aspects of political economy and possible sustainable alternatives to our current system, as well as ways to
get there. Our current projects include publishing Left Turn
and public presentations, like the play Marx in Soho, to raise
awareness. A working group of the Alliance for Sustainable
Communities–Lehigh Valley. All welcome.

We always recycle in my house. I use old clothes to make doll clothes
for my little cousin. I should take short showers to save water. I
should go out more instead of being at home on my phone. I should
turn off my tv before going to bed at night. Also, I use rags instead
of a bunch of paper towels.

-

Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center

522 W Maple Street
Allentown, PA 18101

Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center provides
arts, health, and youth programs for the LGBT community
throughout the Lehigh Valley. Headquartered in downtown
610-347-9988
Allentown, our community center features fine art galleries, the
LGBT library, Reel Queer Film Series, a variety of supportive
Adrian Shanker
services, daily youth programs, and more. Bradbury-Sullivan
Adrian@bradburysullivancenter.org LGBT Community Center also works to achieve health equity
for the LGBT population, including by ending so-called ‘conwww.bradburysullivancenter.org
version therapy’ in the region and by eliminating disparities
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
related to tobacco, cancer, HIV, and diabetes.
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Art as a Pathway to Sustainability
Art has the power to transform our culture — our way of thinking and acting. I have
seen it. In the 30+ years I have worked in
art and informal environmental education, I
have witnessed individuals and communities
connect, discover and understand themselves
and their environment in new and meaningful ways through experiencing the arts. In a
creative mapping class, I have seen an adult
reconnect with the landscape of his youth,
identify what is now lost and take a new interest in neighborhood planning. Art and nature journaling workshops have resulted in a
deeper awareness in participants of the more
subtle changes occurring in local ecology. I
have also seen artists move from identifying
with their craft to identifying with causes
behind their work. At any age and skill level,
art allows us to dream, visualize, relate and
problem solve. Many times this engagement
can inspire us to action. This art can be expressed in the form of a well-worn journal,
a children’s drawing, a song, placemaking
public art or many other modes of creative
expression. It is when these experiences lead
to a better-defined, stronger-felt sense of
community and responsibility, that sustainability grows.
The importance of the arts in transforming society is woven throughout our history.
The wefts representing the ups and downs of
our culture reveal the importance art plays in
society at any given time. In recent history,
the rising culture of commercialism of the
60s along with inequities within the social
system, led artists to take to the streets and
create public conceptual and performance
work accessible to all. This led to a widespread boom in experimental arts as culture
8

worked to redefine itself to accommodate
greater diversity.
Today, even as we move between STEM
and STEAM in education, there is a growing understanding of a much broader role
the arts play in supporting strong, sustainable communities. If there is one thing art
does very well, it is to communicate the
complex and unique relationship we have
with the natural world. No one else experiences where you are in this time and place,
but you! Art allows you to express this in
intricate and beautiful ways and to connect
with those who have shared or different insights. Art, on one hand, can express deeply
personal feelings, views and values, and on
the other hand, can empower and influence
whole communities through shared experiences that create civic pride. Throughout the
spectrum of arts engagement, there are entryways for the reflection, understanding and
dialogue that are key components required
for meaningful civil engagement. In this way,
art can change minds and shift behaviors.
As our society increasingly seeks ways to
come to grips with regional and global environmental challenges, art again is in a strong
position to support a transformation in
culture. It is imperative that today’s communities understand environmental issues happening not only in their neighborhood but
half a world away, and how behavior impacts
those issues. In the court of learned opinion
science is law, but art and design can play a
consequential role in communicating and
humanizing the complex scientific information necessary to make informed decisions
in our changing world. The visualization of
data, itself, has become an art form with sci-

entists and artists working together to show
patterns, scale and relevancy in communicating important facts to lay audiences. The
Earth art movement that emerged out of the
60s and 70s in part as a response to our increasingly commodified world has blossomed
today into a prevalent and multi-faceted art
form that challenges us to explore our relationship with a changing landscape. Grassroots neighborhood art projects directed by
community organizers help us define values
and celebrate a shared vision of our environment. Conservation photographers are
revealing magnificent ecological treasures in
far away places and much closer, overlooked
spaces. They are also exposing devastating
destruction in our natural world. Arts-based
placemaking is a powerful tool that planners
can use to influence and empower personal
and community wellbeing.
Furthermore, designers and artists are
increasingly looking to nature not only for

inspiration but for answers. A new generation of design innovators look to the study
of biomimicry or nature-inspired solutions
to help people and our planet thrive. They
are designing more efficient wind power by
modeling blades after the aerodynamic form
of humpback whale fins and taking architectural inspiration from the structure of
termite mounds to drastically reduce energy
consumption in ventilating buildings.
The creative sector knows no bounds and
as the future unfolds, a growing number of
artists, designers and cultural organizations
are primed to use their talents and resources
to draw attention to the issues, build understanding and engagement, and design innovative solutions to move us towards greater
sustainability. Arts support is community
support and my hope is that artists will be
increasingly embraced going forward as viable partners in sustaining and strengthening communities.

by Keri Maxfield
Keri is Art Director of the Nurture Nature Center.

I turn off the water when I brush my teeth. I do not use plastic bags
at the store. I turn off the lights when no one is in the room. I clean
up trash off of the side walk. I water the plants. I don’t pour water
with other things in it on the ground.

Keri Maxfield’s essay speaks to one of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Promote discussion, education, and understanding of ways to maximize the health of
individuals and communities.
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Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley

518 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-253-4190
Allison Czapp
bfbl@NurtureNatureCenter.org
www.buylocalglv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Greater Lehigh Valley chapter of Buy Fresh Buy Local is
working to build the local food economy by
•• educating consumers about the benefits of choosing locally
grown foods,
•• promoting local food providers,
•• improving fresh in low-income neighborhoods,
•• facilitating local food purchases by wholesale buyers, and
•• providing research about the Greater Lehigh Valley’s local
food system.
Pick up a copy of our Local Foods Guide at your nearest producer-only farmers’ market.
Facebook @BuyFreshBuyLocalGreaterLehighValley or
Instagram @bfblglv

-

The Caring Place

931 Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18101
610-433-5683
Mary Ellen Griffin
cplace200@aol.com
www.thecaringplace.org

The Caring Place is a non-profit youth development center. Its
services focus on the low-income, high-risk, inner-city youth of
Allentown, Pennsylvania. The educational programs include
science, math, reading, and art, just to name a few. Social programs include Sister to Sister and Boys to Men. Our entrepreneurship program is linked to the Caring Coffee Café, which is
the most recent addition. Our goal is to improve the outlook for
the lives of the children — today’s youth are tomorrow’s future.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

CAT — Coalition for Appropriate Transportation

1935 West Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-954-5744
Scott Slingerland
CAT@lvcat.org
www.lvcat.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Supporting mobility via better bicycling, pedestrian experience,
efficient and comfortable public transit, and loving our local
trail network. CAT’s educational programs:
CAT Bicycle Cooperative, open three days a week, community
workshop and donated/refurbished bikes, bicycling classes for
adults, bicycling education in schools, sponsor of Lehigh Valley,
bike to Work Week annually in May, advocacy on municipal
& regional levels, yield to Pedestrians, Adopt-a-Bus Stop (with
LANTA bus), Love Our Local Trails
CAT envisions a Lehigh Valley with better quality of life and
personal ways to decrease oil consumption. Appropriate transportation choices mean less traffic congestion, reduced pollution, and fewer road deaths/serious injuries. Curbing use of
automobiles reduces suburban sprawl, obesity, and increasingly
high medical costs.
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Center for Humanistic Change

100A Cascade Drive
Allentown, PA 18109
610-443-1595
Arlene Lund
info@thechc.org
www.theCHC.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

The Children’s Home of Easton

2000 S 25th Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-258-2831 ext 133
Andrew Shiroff
andrews@thechildrenshome.org
www.thechildrenshome.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

The Center for Humanistic Change is a private nonprofit
providing prevention education and life skills training. For 37
years, we have delivered high-quality educational programming
throughout the Lehigh Valley and have been dedicated to the
philosophy that people learn best by doing. Our mission is to
engage individuals in opportunities to prepare for life’s challenges through programs that encourage healthy decision-making, positive choices, and peaceful living. The majority of our
work is in schools and with youth agencies. CHC also works
with adults through the workplace and non-profit organizations. See our website for full details on educational programs!

The Children’s Home of Easton provides a caring, nurturing environment for children in need, as well as assistance for
their families. We provide long-term care to guide, support,
and encourage children to believe in their own self-worth and
reach their full potential. Our Wellness Program has the
motto“Work it, Feed it, Rest it, Believe it!” encouraging all
students and staff to exercise, eat right, sleep enough, manage
stress, and do it all with a positive attitude and outlook about
themselves and their future, and features a large organic garden
used for better nutrition, education, and job training.

Circle of Seasons Charter School

8380 Mohr Lane
Fogelsville, PA 18051
610-285-6267
information@circleofseasons.org
www.circleofseasons.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

A public school guided by the Core Principles of Public Waldorf
Education. An innovative leader transforming public education. We meet our 21st century students’ diverse needs using a
holistic, child-development based approach, teachers, staff, and
parents work together to support children’s physical, intellectual, emotional, social, and academic needs. We foster enthusiasm for learning, deep understanding, application of learning,
examination, inquiry, critical thinking, reasoning, communication, and cultural, social, and environmental understanding.
Interdisciplinary learning takes place in all settings. Students
are offered a curriculum rich in fine arts, performing arts, applied arts, vocational skills, foreign language, and core subjects.
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Citizens’ Climate Lobby – Lehigh Valley Chapter

Lehigh Valley, PA
610-751-3372
Randy Gyory
lehighvalley@citizensclimatelobby.
org
www.facebook.com/
CCLLehighValley/

Members of Citizens’ Climate Lobby’s 450-plus chapters work
to create the political will for a livable world and advocate for
“Carbon Fee and Dividend” carbon pricing legislation. In addition to direct lobbying, CCL members write opinion pieces,
letters-to-the-editor, and letters to Congressional offices. The
legislation we propose is more than fair to most households. It
is revenue-neutral, regulation-free, jobs-growing, and strong
enough to spark the conversion of our energy economy from
fossil-fuel-addicted to fossil-free by 2050.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Columcille Megalith Park

2155 Fox Gap Road
Bangor, PA 18013
610-588-1174
oran@columcille.org
www.columcille.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV)

1337 E Fifth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-691-5620
Alan L. Jennings
adminsvcs-info@caclv.org
www.caclv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Columcille is a megalithic stone monument and nature trail
park located next to the Kirkridge Retreat Center near Bangor,
PA. The park is designed to inspire the same spiritual energy
and inner tranquility that many experience on the ancient
Celtic monastic island of Iona, Scotland. Besides offering visitors a place to experience solitude, Columcille also holds festive
celebrations at the summer solstice and on the ancient Celtic
holidays of Beltaine and Samhuinn. Columcille is a non-profit
organization established to promote personal and societal
transformation toward a more sustainable world, manages
the park and its associated activities. Facebook: Columcille
Megalith Park

We are a nonprofit corporation located in Bethlehem, working with low-income residents to combat poverty. CACLV has
been fighting poverty with the help of donors, volunteers, board
members, advisory boards, and dedicated staff. CACLV hopes
to improve the quality of life in the Lehigh Valley area by creating economic opportunities, giving local residents a voice in
their community, and acting as an advocate to help people address the challenges of ever-concentrating wealth against evergrowing poverty and the failure of the marketplace in many
urban neighborhoods.

Colleges & Universities
The greater Lehigh Valley region’s many fine colleges and universities have a variety of resources that can promote sustainability, including courses, expert speakers, specialized libraries,
workshops and lectures, and special programs. (Some colleges operate programs in more than
one location.) Many events and resources are open to the public, but available resources and
programs depend on the time of year and academic calendar. In most cases, the website offers a
calendar of events and a variety of other information. Contact the institution directly for information about current offerings:
Cedar Crest College (Allentown)
www.cedarcrest.edu | 800-360-1222
DeSales University (Center Valley)
www.desales.edu | 610-282-1100
East Stroudsburg University (Bethlehem Campus)
www.esu.edu | 877-422-1378
Kutztown University (Kutztown)
www.kutztown.edu | 610-683-4000
Lafayette College (Easton)
www.lafayette.edu | sustainability.lafayette.edu | 610-330-5000
Lehigh Carbon Community College (Schnecksville)
www.lccc.edu | 610-799-2121
Lehigh University (Bethlehem)
www.lehigh.edu | sustainability.lehigh.edu | 610-758-3000
Moravian College (Bethlehem)
www.moravian.edu/sustainability | 610-861-1300
Muhlenberg College (Allentown)
www.muhlenberg.edu | muhlenberg.edu/sustainability | 484-664-3100
Northampton Community College (Bethlehem)
www.northampton.edu | 610-861-5300
Penn State University–Lehigh Valley (Center Valley)
www.lv.psu.edu | 610-285-5000
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Gleaning for the Future

B

y 2030, the world’s population will
exceed 8.6 billion people, all of whom
will need access to healthy food.
Much needs to change if we are to meet the
challenge. Americans waste as much as 40%
of all food grown. Considering all the resources that go into producing that food — water,
fertilizers, labor and fuel — this is clearly not
a sustainable path for our country. Better
practices are needed to efficiently utilize our
finite amounts of land and natural resources.
Fortunately, many solutions are in the works,
and are finally getting the media attention
needed to push an entire anti-food-waste
movement forward.
One solution that organizations like Rolling Harvest Food Rescue in Bucks County
and Easton Hunger Coalition in the Lehigh
Valley are spearheading is the practice of
gleaning. While the biblical definition refers
to harvesting crops left behind in farmers’
fields, it also relates to all efforts to divert
perfectly good food to people who are struggling with hunger and food insecurity. This
includes foods that are otherwise destined to
pollute our landfills from supermarkets, restaurants, institutions and individuals.
Rolling Harvest Food Rescue’s focus
since 2010 has been on partnering with local
farmers, making it easier for them to share
their surplus with thousands of our neighbors in need. It all began when our founder
was volunteering at a local food pantry, witnessing the canned, packaged and processed
foods being handed out to families coming
for help. She knew we were in a rich agricultural region and began reaching out to local
farmers and food producers to figure out a
way to move their surplus. We now benefit
from a dedicated volunteer base of more than
14

170 people, enabling us to be very responsive
to farmers’ needs. We partner with more
than 40 local growers and food producers,
and more than 60 hunger-relief sites. These
sites include food pantries, shelters, community kitchens, health clinics, summer feeding programs for children who lack access
to school meals, senior centers and more.
Fast-forward to two million pounds already
rescued and redistributed — and we are just
scratching the surface of all that is available.
There are numerous benefits to both
the farmers and the food-insecure recipients: food typically donated to food pantries
often lacks the quality and health benefits
of locally-grown fruits, vegetables and organic proteins. These are the foods most
in demand and out of reach financially for
both the pantries and the struggling families
needing help. Improving what food pantries
can offer will go a long way to helping reverse
preventable diet-related illnesses among our
food-insecure neighbors, chief among them
being diabetes and high blood pressure.
The response from our farm partners has
been especially rewarding and surprising. No
grower wants to see any of their hard work
result in waste, especially among young organic farmers with higher labor costs. Farmers must grow at least 20% more than they
need to satisfy their customer base in order
to account for weather and pest-related crop
losses, labor shortages, and changing tastes.
This often leads to surpluses that can then
efficiently be rescued and redistributed.
For Rolling Harvest, gleaning opportunities start with a farmer informing us that
they have harvested what they need and
asking our crew to come for the rest — often
with only a day’s notice. Sometimes, they

anticipate that a heat wave, early frost or excessive rain will impede their abilities to harvest, and they ask us to come and rescue as
much as we can, so the produce can be saved
before the crop is spoiled. And sometimes,
the veggies are just too irregular or misshapen to be able to take to market — they
know that we work with many soup kitchens
who will love receiving donations of healthy
produce in any form.
2018 was a devastating year of nearconstant rain and mud for our local growers.
Many of our farm partners tell us this has
been their most challenging year in more
than a decade. They have experienced widespread crop loss, reduced productivity and
financial threats to their sustainability. Yet

they continue to reach out to us, even doing
much of the hard work to harvest and package the food that is donated. The farmers
express sincere gratitude that none of their
bounty is going to waste. Many are now
growing additional fruits and vegetables on
unused acreage specifically for donation.
We and many other organizations remain passionate advocates for hunger relief,
food justice and food equality, food recovery
and good environmental stewardship. Gleaning is a model that is easily duplicated and
essential for sustainable food systems. We
are honored to be sharing our experiences
with the Easton Hunger Coalition and The
Lehigh Valley Food Policy Council as they
grow their own food rescue programs.

by Cathy Snyder
Cathy is a food justice activist, and Founder and Executive Director
of Rolling Harvest Food Rescue, based in Bucks County.

Katie Amari

Cathy Snyder’s essay speaks to one of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Encourage people to consume food that is whole, locally produced, and grown in ways that
sustain and rebuild soil, water, wildlife, vegetation, and the lives of all of us
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Community Action Development Corporation of Allentown

523-525 N 7th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
610-433-5703
Dan Bosket
dbosket@caclv.org
cadca.caclv.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

The Community Action Development Corporation of
Allentown works toward the stabilization of neighborhoods
and the economic empowerment of residents by enabling and
encouraging them to develop and own businesses in the neighborhood. Through training and business related programs,
projects, and initiatives, CADCA promotes a diversified economy of small-scale, locally owned businesses, and empowers
residents to assume more active roles in the stewardship of their
community. It’s our mission to assist and promote neighborhood revitalization and community spirit by providing access
to economic opportunities. Visit our website for more information. You can also find us on Facebook at CADC-Allentown.

Community Action Development Corporation of Bethlehem

409 East Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-807-9337
Anna Smith

Based on a belief in economic and social justice, we improve the
quality of life in south Bethlehem by fostering economic opportunity, promoting community development, and empowering
residents to actively participate in the decision-making processes regarding the future of our diverse community.

cadcb-syb@caclv.org
cadcb.caclv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELDF)

PO Box 360
Mercersburg, PA 17236
207-541-3649
Chad Nicholson
chad@celdf.org
celdf.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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We are not a typical environmental organization. We assist
communities in developing ground-breaking, democraticallyproduced laws that protect rights — of communities themselves
as sovereign entities, the people of the communities, workers
as a class, and nature. CELDF provides free and low cost legal
services, grassroots organizing, and education to communities, states, and countries facing injustice. We help them to
assert their rights to fight the harms they face. We have worked
with and continue to be available to work with communities
in the Lehigh Valley, conducting Democracy Schools, pursuing Rights of Nature initiatives, helping draft ordinances, and
serving as consultants.

-

Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor

2750 Hugh Moore Park Road We preserve the historic pathway that carried coal and iron
from Wilkes-Barre to Philadelphia. Today, the D&L Trail
2nd Floor
connects people to nature, culture, communities, recreation,
Easton, PA 18042
610-923-3548
Elissa Garofalo
elissa@delawareandlehigh.org

and our industrial heritage.

Facebook: @DelawareandLehigh
Twitter: @DLHeritage
Instagram: @dl_trail

www.delawareandlehigh.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Dharma Moon Shangha

1328 Chestnut Street
Emmaus, PA 18049
Michael Gill
emmaussangha@gmail.com

A meditation group. Meditation held every Tuesday evening
at Living Room Yoga of Emmaus. Please arrive between
7:00–7:10 pm for a 7:15 start time. We end around 9:00 pm.
For more info, see our MeetUp group at www.meetup.com/
Dharma-Moon-Sangha

dharma-moon.blogspot.com/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Tom Maxfield
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EAC Network | Environmental Advisory Councils

Harrisburg, PA

Environmental Advisory Councils are established at the local
level, as provided by state law, to advise municipal governments
www.eacnetwork.org
on issues such as:
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
•• Identifying environmental problems;
•• Identifying environmentally sensitive areas such as floodprone areas, swamps, and other unique natural areas;
For additional information and
•• Making recommendations for the most appropriate use of
current contact information,
open land;
check with your local government
•• Developing Open Space plans and programs;
or the EAC Network.
•• Recommending and assisting in developing projects to
protect the environment; and
•• Promoting community environmental programs.
Lehigh County: Alburtis Borough, City of Allentown, City of
Bethlehem, Emmaus Borough & Upper Milford Township,
Heidelberg Township, Lower Macungie Township, Lynn
Township, Salisbury Township, South Whitehall Township,
Upper Saucon Township, Weisenberg Township, Whitehall
Township.
Northampton County: City of Bethlehem, Bushkill
Township, City of Easton, Lower Mount Bethel Township,
Lower Nazareth Township, Lower Saucon Township, Moore
Township, Palmer Township, Plainfield Township, Upper
Mount Bethel Township.
Berks County: District Township, Hereford Township,
Longswamp Township, Pike Township, Washington
Township.
Bucks County: Buckingham Township, Doylestown Township,
Durham Township, New Britain Township, Nockamixon
Township, Plumstead Township, Solebury Township.

Katie Amari
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Easton Area Neighborhood Center

902 Philadelphia Road
Easton, PA 18042

A community organization located in Easton’s south side, it
provides many services and programs to low-income individuals
and families living in and around Easton. These programs in610-253-4253
clude: utility assistance, rental assistance, transitional shelter
for homeless families, community food pantry, ASPIRE
Judy Matthewson,
program for pregnant and parenting teens, social security rep.
Executive Director
payee services, and community classes and groups. EANC has
jmatthewson@eastonanc.org
formed community partnerships with other area agencies and
eastonareaneighborhoodcenter.org offers a comprehensive network of resources and information.
Follow us on Facebook! Also home to the Easton Urban Farm!
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
The mission is to encourage residents to access healthy food
through purchase, cultivation, and sharing.

-

Easton Hunger Coalition

1700 Sullivan Trail #173
Easton, PA 18040
610-253-0726
Nancy Walters
eastonhungercoalition@rcn.com
www.eastonhungercoalition.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Coalition, founded in 2014, is an unincorporated nonprofit focused on reducing hunger in Easton and the Greater
Lehigh Valley. We provide a forum to plan activities, events,
programs, and workshops on advocacy, education, community health, public awareness, food access, and related issues.
Morning Conversation on Food is a free, public program hosted
by the Coalition and held at Easton Public Market on the third
Wednesday of each month. A Food Recovery volunteer group
rescues edible local produce and food products and distributes
them through the existing emergency food system.
To volunteer for Food Recovery, contact Nancy Walters at
eastonhungercoalition@rcn.com.

-

Easton Mural Project

Easton, PA 18042
info@brickandmortargallery.com
www.eastonmurals.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Easton Murals is dedicated to the creation of public murals in
Easton to improve the visual landscape of the City and create
opportunities for the artistic community. The initial phase
focuses on high profile locales to garner attention and help
raise funds for future expansion of the project. Our goal is to
spread into the surrounding neighborhoods once the program
has been established. Easton Murals is a collaborative effort
between Brick + Mortar Gallery owners Tom D’Angelo and
Chaz Hampton and the Easton Main Street Initiative.
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The Importance of Restaurant Sustainability

C

limate change is a looming reality, and with approximately twelve
years to make significant changes in
our way of life before permanent damage is
caused, it is important for restaurants to become responsible climate activists and change
their business practices. My short-term focus
is on educating local businesses in the Lehigh
Valley about ways to become more sustainable, such as switching to LED lighting to reduce energy, opting for paper straws and compostable boxes to limit plastic use, and donating unused food to reduce waste and feed the
homeless. While I would like to expand this
project in the future, I believe it is important
to impact our communities through locally
owned businesses before attempting to take
on the big guys. Perhaps they’ll take their
hosting communities lead.
Switching to LED lights is cost effective.
(They last about 25 times longer than other
bulbs and reduce energy costs dramatically.)
Because less power is being used, reduction of
toxic fumes released from energy plants into
the atmosphere takes place. This protects air
quality as well as reduces the effects of climate
change. According to Diane MacEachern, Big
Green Purse’s founder and CEO, “An LED
bulb uses 70–90 percent less energy than a
standard bulb, limiting the need to burn more
coal. [If Americans switched] we would also
prevent greenhouse gas emissions equivalent
to that of 550,000 vehicles. They are a great
way to fight climate change.” (huffpost.com)
Plastic straws and boxes, Styrofoam cups
and containers and other non-recyclable
products have littered not only the streets,
but overwhelmingly our oceans. Each year,
plastics kill approximately 100,000 marine
creatures. Microplastics in the ocean are also
harming us. It was found that every sea crea-

ture has consumed microplastics, and when
we consume them, we in turn eat those plastic
particles. Studies on the effects to human
health have not been conclusive, but when
fed to mice in a laboratory study, it was found
that they “accumulated in the liver, kidneys
and intestines, and increased levels of oxidative stress molecules in the liver. They also
increased the level of a molecule that may be
toxic to the brain.” (healthline.com) If restaurants switched to reusable, recyclable or compostable products, we could see a significant
reduction in plastic waste affecting the oceans
and surrounding environment.
Food waste in restaurants is staggeringly
high, with approximately 85% of unused
American food being thrown out and ending up in landfills. (moveforhunger.org) This
unnecessary waste could be composted, donated to the hungry, fed to farm animals or
by taking the ingredients and making them
into another product for sale. Composting is
great for the environment because it not only
reduces the output of methane in landfills, it
also eliminates the need for chemical fertilizers as well as promoting higher yields for
crops. There are many other environmental
benefits of composting, like aiding in reforestation and wetlands restoration, remediating
soil contaminated by hazardous waste, enhancing water retention in soil and providing
carbon sequestration. (www.epa.gov) Food
waste composting needs to be promoted in
the Lehigh Valley, since most composting facilities, other than American Biosoils, do not
accept food waste.
While I have listed a few things that
would promote the practices and facilities
of restaurants, I have not dealt here with the
food itself, which needs further exploration.

by Kayla Harper
Kayla is a senior at Kutztown interning with the Alliance for her last semester.
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Restaurants Working Towards Sustainability
This spring, we received information from a few of the many restaurants in the Lehigh
Valley that incorporate some aspects of sustainability into their business operations.
(We invite other restaurants and cafés to submit their information for future listings by
email to food@sustainlv.org)
Sustainability in businesses that serve food includes the sourcing, preparation, and
healthfulness of the food; energy conservation; reducing food waste; and minimizing
use of packaging and waste.

Fegley’s Brew Works (Allentown & Bethlehem)
Brew Works has met many sustainability goals: sourcing food locally, purchasing freerange eggs and meats, installing LED lighting throughout, reducing water usage, and
reusing coasters and other products. They are looking into purchasing compostable
take-out containers, donating food to shelters ,and composting waste when possible.

The Joint (Bethlehem)
The Joint serves locally-roasted coffee and serves local produce when available, provides
biodegradable to-go coffee cups, uses LED lighting throughout the building, promotes
recycling, and uses environmentally-friendly cleaning products.

Lit (Bethlehem)
Lit meets many sustainability requirements, including serving eggs and produce from
local farms and locally-roasted coffee. They use LED and fluorescent lighting, donate
left-over salads and baked goods to food banks, compost all food and coffee waste (and
give them to local farmers), minimize can and bottle waste, recycles, and use compostable take-out containers and environmentally friendly cleaning products.

Switchback Pizza (Emmaus)
This restaurant uses LED lighting, donates unused food and composts scraps, has reduced water usage, uses recycled materials (printer paper, napkins), recycles, and uses
local organic and pesticide-free food as much as possible.

Kayla Harper’s essay speaks to three of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend
• Foster strong local economies that provide secure and fulfilling livelihoods, foster enjoyable
community life, work in harmony with nature, and strengthen the viability of independent local
businesses and farms
• Encourage people to consume food that is whole, locally produced, and grown in ways that
sustain and rebuild soil water, wildlife, vegetation, and the lives of all of us.
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Farmers’ Markets
Producer-only Farmers’ Markets in the Greater Lehigh Valley:
Allentown – Local Food Market
702 N 7th Street, Allentown
Friday 4–7 PM (May–October)
steve@godshallfarm.com
Bath Farmers’ Market
Keystone Park, Race Street (Route 329)
& Green Street, Bath
Friday 3 PM–7 PM (May–October)
www.bathfarmersmarket.org
Bethlehem Farmers’ Market
Farrington Square
S New Street & Morton Street
Thursdays 11 AM–3 PM (May–October)
www.bethlehemfarmersmarket.com
Bethlehem Rose Garden Farmers’ Market
8th Avenue & Raspberry Streets
Saturday 9 AM–1 PM (June–October)
www.mana18018.org
Blue Valley Farmers’ Market
707 American Bangor Road, Bangor
Sunday 10 AM–2 PM (May–October)
BlueValleyFM@gmail.com
Coopersburg Farmers’ Market
State & Main Streets, Coopersburg
Sunday 11 AM–2 PM (June–November)
www.coopersburgmarket.com
Easton Farmers’ Market
Summer: Centre Square, Easton
Saturday, 9 AM–1 PM (May–December)
Winter: 325 Northampton Street
2nd & 4th Saturday of the month,
10 AM–noon (Jan.–April)
www.eastonfarmersmarket.com
Easton Public Market – Farmstand
325 Northampton Street, Easton
Wednesday–Saturday 9 AM–7 PM
Sunday 9 AM–5 PM
eastonpublicmarket.com

Emmaus Farmers’ Market
On the Triangle, Emmaus
May–November
Sunday 10 AM–2 PM
December
Sunday 10 AM–2 PM
January–April
2nd & 4th Sunday 10 AM–12 PM
www.emmausmarket.com
Macungie Farmers’ Market
100 N Walnut Street, Macungie
Thursday, 4 PM–7 PM (May 17–October 25)
www.macungiefarmersmarket.com
Nazareth Market on the Square
Main & Center Street, Nazareth
Saturday, 9 AM–1 PM (May–October)
www.nazarethnow.org
Northampton Borough Farmers’ Market
1401 Laubach Avenue, Northampton
Tuesdays 3–6:30 PM (May–September)
Northamptonboro.com
Northampton Community College
Farm Market
3835 Green Pond Road, Bethlehem Township
Year Round, Wednesday 10 AM–2 PM
May–October on the Quad
November–April in College Center, 2nd Floor
Facebook: The Farm Market at NCC
Saucon Valley Farmers’ Market
Water Street & Saucon Rail Trail, Hellertown
Sunday, 9 AM–1 PM (May–Oct.)
www.svfarmersmarket.org
Trexlertown Farmers’ Market
Velodrome, 1151 Mosser Road, Breinigsville
Saturdays 9 AM–1 PM (May–Nov.)
Winter: Saturday 10 AM–noon
trexlertownfarmersmarket.com

For additional information, see Buy Fresh Buy Local–Greater Lehigh Valley, page 10.
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Easton Urban Farm

902 Philadelphia Road
Easton, PA 18042
610-253-4253
Judy Matthewson, Executive
Director, Easton Area
Neighborhood Center
jmatthewson@eastonanc.org
eastonareaneighborhoodcenter.
org/Urban-.html
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Grows vegetables, herbs, and flowers on a 5/8-acre plot on
Easton’s south side and encourages residents to access healthy
food through purchase, cultivation, and sharing. We do this
by growing produce for the Tenth Street Veggie Stand and
the Neighborhood Center Food Pantry, open 9 a.m. to noon
every Friday.
The is one of several programs provided by the Easton Area
Neighborhood Center. For our volunteers, the real reward is:
•• Seeing folks on limited incomes receive fresh-picked produce for their tables
•• Working with youth from the South Side, as well as Lafayette College students
•• Making new friendships and exchanging gardening information with volunteers from the community

I don’t watch cable TV. We don’t spray our garden or grass. I shop
at the thrift store and I donate old things to the thrift shop.
Reuse a composter. We don’t eat meat very often (or try not
to). We use products that have not been tested on animals. We
participate in a community garden. We try to grow our own food.
We have a small yard. We live in the city, so we condense and
don’t take up much space from the animals. I try to drink from a
reusable bottle. I try to carpool with people so we don’t pollute
more and use more fuel. Use reusable grocery bags. Sometimes
reuse paper. Plastic bags and more. I do school projects on
pollution to spread awareness to my classmates. We also reduce,
reuse and recycle. I have cleaned the Arts trail and picked up
trash in different places. I try to share!!

-

Foodshed Alliance

27 Main Street, 2nd Floor
PO Box 713
Blairstown, NJ 07825
908-362-7967
Kendrya Close
kendrya@foodshedalliance.org
www.foodshedalliance.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Foodshed Alliance is a grassroots nonprofit devoted to
promoting fresh and healthy locally-grown food and profitable,
sustainable farming in northwestern NJ. We believe that the
future of our health, our land, and our communities depends,
to a great extent, on the existence of local farms, that farmers
are the keystone to our connection with our food, the land, and
our sense of place. It is this conviction that drives us to work
with farmers, consumers, and agricultural professionals to foster a self-sustaining foodshed that sustains farmers, nourishes
people, respects the land, and strengthens our communities.
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FreeCycle

www.freecycle.org/browse/
US/Pennsylvania
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The FreeCycle Network is made up of many individual
groups across the globe, including local groups in Allentown,
Bethlehem, Easton, Emmaus, and many others. It’s a grassroots
and entirely nonprofit movement of people who are giving (&
getting) stuff for free in their own towns. Local groups are
moderated by local volunteers.
Changing the world one gift at a time™

Turn off the lights when their not in use. Use reusable cloth bags
instead of plastic bags when shopping. Turn the water off when not in
use. Recycle cans and bottles. Pick trash off the streets and grass.
Time myself in minutes in the shower. Teach the younger generation.

-

Friends for the Protection of Lower Macungie

Scott Bieber
sbieber@ptd.net
www.facebook.com/friendsLMT/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Friends of Johnston

Camel’s Hump on the
Johnston Estate
Community Center
1311 Santee Mill Road
Bethlehem, PA 18017
Victoria Bastidas
victoriabastidas@gmail.com
thefriendsofjohnston.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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A community facebook organization that criticizes Lower
Macungie’s land use policies and promotes discussion and civic
action for land preservation and smart growth development practices in the township. The goal is to halt the uncontrolled sprawl
and traffic congestion that threatens to erode the quality of life
for township residents. “Friends for the Protection of Lower
Macungie” on Facebook has over 4000 likes. It was started in
2010 by a group of residents who sued the township to overturn
the rezoning of 700 acres of prime land. The lawsuit was lost, but
the cause for smart growth continues in Lower Macungie.

Friends of Johnston is a volunteer-based nonprofit organization
that preserved and restored 47 acres of the estate of Archibald
Johnston, the first Mayor of Bethlehem, including the historic
Camel’s Hump Farm that serves as a Community Center for
Nature, Education, Wellness, and the Arts. Community programming on the farm is focused on environmental education,
health and wellness, community gardening, historic preservation, stewardship, and the arts. We offer hands-on, projectbased practical skills programs, nature-based preschool, afterschool programs for youth at-risk of failure, summer camp for
students & adults with special needs, veteran reintegration, and
job skills training program.

-

Godfrey Daniels

7 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015

Godfrey Daniels is a member-supported, volunteer-run, notfor-profit listening room, presenting the finest of folk music and
performing arts through the “Godfrey’s Experience” that is, in
610-867-2390
a comfortable and spontaneous environment, accessible to all
ages and backgrounds. Through the unique experience of live
Mary Radakovits
music, we create an intimate link among the musicians, audicorrespondence@godfreydaniels.org ence members, and volunteers. Godfrey Daniels stands out by
providing professional yet non-intimidating performance conwww.godfreydaniels.org
ditions, encouraging aspiring regional talent, and further develNON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
oping the fabric of our local musical arts community. Godfrey
Daniels is a vital part of the cultural fabric of the SouthSide
Bethlehem and Lehigh Valley communities.

-

Good Government PA

2035 Fernway Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-882-1136
Tom Ulrich

Good Government PA is a statewide group organized by the
Unitarian Universalist Pennsylvania Legislative Advocacy
Network (UUPLAN) which supports good government and
anti-corruption efforts in PA and nationally. Join our email list
at our website for twice a month updates.

tomulrich41@gmail.com
goodgovernmentpa.blogspot.com
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Habitat For Humanity of the Lehigh Valley

245 N Graham Street
Allentown, PA 18109
610-776-7737
Jessica Elliot
office@habitatlv.org
www.habitatlv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

We are a nonprofit organization that works to draw the local community together in a large-scale collaborative effort to
build simple, decent, and affordable homes for hard-working,
disadvantaged families in the Lehigh Valley. Hundreds of
local volunteers and thousands of supporters help make the
Habitat mission possible. Our ReStore, at 1053 Grape Street,
Whitehall, sells donated building supplies, home furnishings,
and appliances in support of our mission. Please contact the
office to see how you can help!
Linked In : habitat-lehigh-valley
Facebook: @habitatlehighvalley
Instagram: @hfhlv610
Twitter: @HFHLehighValley
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Is Peace An Environmental Issue?

S

hould those of us working for a sustainable Lehigh Valley and a sustainable world make peace and anti-war
work a priority? LEPOCO, of course, answers this question in the affirmative.
One of our earliest flyers hints at this by
quoting then-President Dwight D. Eisenhower: “Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies,
in the final sense, a theft from those who
hunger and are not fed, those who are cold
and are not clothed. This world in arms is
not spending money alone. It is spending the
sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children.”
When activists are mocked because
advocacy for health care for all, the green
new deal, or educational reparations for
slavery would each be way “too expensive,”
we can answer with “tax the wealthiest more”
and note that any of these programs will
strengthen our economy. But, we can also recall the saying, “Why is there always money
for war and never enough for education,
health care, and jobs?” The Pentagon will
get $700 billion of our tax dollars in 2019.
When we write a check to the IRS or have
a tax deduction taken from our pay check,
wouldn’t we rather see the 45% headed to
war spending go to more humane programs?
On Tax Day (April 15), outside your post office you may see a friendly LEPOCO volunteer distributing the War Resisters League
pie-chart flyer detailing how too much of our
federal tax dollars go to war.
Another big reason that peace is a sustainability issue relates to the slogan, “Everything Is Connected.” The Women’s Pentagon
Action of the 1980s (in which local folks
participated) said it this way, “We know
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there is a healthy sensible loving way to live
and we intend to live that way in our neighborhoods and on our farms in these United
States and among our sisters and brothers in
all the countries of the world.”
Sustainability touches us at all levels
of our being from our personal choices on
food, shopping, and transportation, to our
collective choices about how we live with our
neighbors at home and abroad, and how we
treat other creatures and our planet.
Certainly the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the nuclear arms
races since have made our planet less sustainable. The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
established the Doomsday Clock in 1947 to
predict the symbolic number of minutes we
have to save the planet from global catastrophe – this town crier for sustainable human
behavior now has us at just two minutes to
midnight (climate change and nuclear war
are both in their calculation).
We shudder as nuclear weapons treaties are now casually tossed aside (the
Iran nuclear deal, the Intermediate Range
Nuclear Forces Treaty). Some are pushing back against nuclear weapons madness:
the Kings Bay Plowshares nonviolently and
symbolically disarmed a nuclear weapons
base in Georgia last year (three of the seven
people involved remain in federal prison); the
Hibakusha Appeal calls for a ban on nuclear
weapons (hibakusha are A-bomb survivors);
and the United Nations Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons would outlaw
those weapons. LEPOCO supports these
efforts and holds a Hiroshima-Nagasaki remembrance event every August.
Our ability to live sustainably on the
planet is challenged by our empire-like,

threateningly un-neighborly 800+ U.S.
military bases around the world. Would it
be more constructive to speak in the world
through government diplomacy, civilian
humanitarian efforts, and citizen diplomacy
like that organized during the wars in Central America? At least 50 local peace activists
were among the thousands who participated
in accompaniment, solidarity work brigades
and peace witness delegations supporting
civilians in the countries affected by war.
Our country will not be able to make
the needed contributions to stopping global
warming as long as our military remains the
world’s largest consumer of fossil fuels and
the largest source of greenhouse gases.
LEPOCO’s work is educational in a
broad sense. We are grateful for veterans
who work for peace by questioning war based
on their own experiences. We are grateful to
those (campers and volunteers) who make
the Young People Making Peace Summer
Day Camp a place to learn simple peacemak-

ing and diversity sharing skills. We are grateful for the example of Costa Rica showing us
that we can live without a military (they have
since mid-20th century). They have a high
happiness rating.
In our peace work we have found consensus, shared leadership, and small group processes to all be important in building community. We will continue vigiling, marching,
nonviolently resisting, discussing, speaking
out, writing letters, singing together, sharing
potluck meals, supporting those who witness
as war tax resisters and as car-free commuters, tabling, leafleting, and listening – as
time and volunteers allow.
We look to our great peace prophet, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., who said at Riverside
Church in 1967: “Our only hope today lies in
our ability to recapture the revolutionary spirit and go out into a sometimes hostile world
declaring eternal hostility to poverty, racism
and militarism.” Help us rise to the challenge.

by Nancy Tate
Nancy lives in Riegelsville and has been a staff person for
LEPOCO (Lehigh-Pocono Committee of Concern) since 1974.

Nancy Tate’s essay addresses problems for which the Alliance vision provides an alternative:
We envision a sustainable, regenerative society, based upon enduring wisdom and careful
stewardship. We envision a future characterized by a self-healing environment, honorable and
ethical behavior, self-determination, and secure freedoms for [diverse peoples].
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Hawk Mountain Sanctuary

1700 Hawk Mountain Road
Kempton, PA 19529
610-756-6961
Gigi Romano
info@hawkmountain.org
www.hawkmountain.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

The world’s first refuge for birds of prey, an international center for raptor conservation, renowned for the thousands of
hawks, eagles, and falcons that pass each autumn. Offers one
of North America’s finest experiences in nature observation.
It has a 2600-acre natural area, 8-mile trail system with scenic
overlooks, and a visitor center. Its staff and volunteers conduct
education, stewardship, and research programs. The Sanctuary
remains the largest member-supported raptor conservation
organization in the world. Its website lists public programs,
events, and volunteer opportunities. Find Hawk Mountain on
twitter and instagram at @Hawk_Mountain and on Facebook
at HawkMountainSanctuary.

Heritage Conservancy

85 Old Dublin Pike
Doylestown, PA 18901
215-345-7020
Linda Cacossa
lcacossa@heritageconservancy.org
www.heritageconservancy.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Heritage Conservancy’s mission is to preserve and protect our
natural and historic heritage. Heritage Conservancy is a nationally-accredited conservator and community-based organization
committed to the preservation and protection of significant
open spaces, natural resources, and historic structures. A champion of conservation best practices, Heritage Conservancy is
dedicated to the idea that everyone is responsible for stewardship and seeks to enlighten, engage, and empower others to
help achieve this mutual vision.

I use dry shampoo. I love flowers and nature. I recycle. I unplug my
electronics. I cook a lot at home. I should shower for less time. I
should use less gas. I shouldn’t waste food. I use blankets instead
of a heater. I go thrift shopping. I reuse bags and packages.

-

Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley

520-526 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-868-7800 ext 222
Senior Center 610-8822032
vmontero@hclv.org
www.hclv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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A non-profit organization, our mission is to improve the quality
of life of Hispanic and other families by empowering them to
become more self-sufficient while promoting an intercultural
understanding in the Lehigh Valley. Our programs/services
include: the WIC program (Women, Infants, and Children) ,
Senior Center, and Food Pantry.

-

International Institute for Restorative Practices (IIRP)

531 Main Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-807-9221
Laura Mirsky
lauramirsky@iirp.edu
www.iirp.edu
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

We are a private accredited graduate school in Bethlehem.
The world leader in restorative practices education, the IIRP
offers master’s degrees, graduate certificates, and professional
development and works with schools and other organizations to
implement restorative practices. The IIRP also produces books,
videos, implementation tools, and free online communications.
With affiliate and partner organizations in the U.S., Canada,
Europe, Latin America, Singapore, and Australia and licensees
worldwide, the IIRP is part of a large worldwide movement of
scholars, policy-makers, and practitioners advancing the field of
restorative practices.

Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center

PA Department of
Conservation and Natural
Resources
400 Belfast Road
Nazareth, PA 18064
610-746-2801
Rick Wiltraut
jacobsburgsp@pa.gov
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/stateparks/
findapark/jacobsburg/

The primary purpose of the Jacobsburg Environmental
Education Center is to serve as an outdoor classroom for
environmental and heritage education and to provide opportunities for enjoying healthful outdoor recreation experiences
and exercise. In meeting these purposes, the natural, scenic,
aesthetic, and historical values of Jacobsburg and the Bushkill
Creek Watershed are the first consideration of Jacobsburg and
its partner organizations. Stewardship responsibilities should
be carried out in a way that protects the natural outdoor experience for the enjoyment of current and future generations. To
join us on these outdoor experiences, please visit our website!

GOVERNMENT AGENCY

-

The Journey Home

12 S Sitgreaves Street
Easton, PA 18042
484-515-9115
Dr. Bonnie Winfield
bonniewinfield@mac.com
www.facebook.com/
TheJourneyHomeEaston/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Journey Home is an expressive art-based program for
women in the Northampton County Correction. The programming integrates trauma-informed care and restorative practices
with expressive arts. Circles of Caring is facilitated by compassionate, dedicated, trained volunteers from the community and
local colleges, offering support, mentoring, and advocacy. The
Journey Home also has a physical space as a community art
studio in the historic district of downtown Easton, PA. We offer creative experiences in the form of workshops, open studio,
and expressive arts facilitation for individuals and groups. Our
mission is to provide a creative open space for the creative spirit
to thrive.
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Kellyn Foundation

PO Box 369
336 Bushkill Street
Tatamy, PA 18085
610-730-8860
Meagan Grega, MD
and Eric Ruth
info@kellyn.org
www.kellyn.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Kellyn Foundation is a 501(c)(3) Non-Profit Organization
corporation with a mission to develop, support, facilitate, and
implement programs that encourage family and community
physical and emotional wellness. Our four cornerstones combine to form the infrastructure for the “Healthy Neighborhood
Immersion” Initiative
•• Kellyn Schools – Healthy Lifestyle Education in classrooms, Garden as a Classroom, the Veggie Challenge
•• Kellyn – Local Food Hub”Eat Real Food” Mobile Market, Healthy Corner Stores, Nutrition Education
•• Kellyn Kitchens – Hands-On Healthy Lifestyle Cooking
•• Kellyn Health – Physician-led Lifestyle Medicine Programs to reverse chronic disease
To follow our journey, please like us at
www.facebook.com/kellynfoundation

-

Kirkridge Retreat Center

2495 Fox Gap Road
Bangor, PA 18013
610-588-1793
Janet Lewis
janetl@kirkridge.org
www.kirkridge.org

Kirkridge is a place to be and to become a people of hope, compassion, justice, and service. Since 1942, Kirkridge Retreat and
Study Center has provided a place for rest and renewal to pilgrims along life’s journey. Our retreats, our hospitality, our gorgeous vistas, and our sacred grounds have blessed countless lives.
We invite you as pilgrims in search of a balanced life to help
us nurture the ground on which we stand and the people with
whom we interact each day to build a safe, sustainable future.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Latino Leadership Alliance of the Lehigh Valley

PO Box 572
Allentown, PA 18105
info@llalv.org
www.llalv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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We strengthen the Latino community through leadership
development, education, health, and advocacy. The Latino
Leadership Alliance provides a public forum for discussion and
dissemination of information. It seeks to improve the quality
of life for the Latino community and the entire Lehigh Valley.
We accomplish this through the work of the following committees: Education, Health, Leadership, and Public Relations.
Committee membership is open to the public and members.

-

League of Women Voters – Lehigh County

PO Box 3275
Allentown, PA 18106
610-442-1733
Janet Little
email@lwvlehighcounty.org
www.lwvlehighcounty.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

League of Women Voters – Northampton County

PO Box 523
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-252-1339
Beverly Hernandez
lwvnorthco@yahoo.com
www.lwvlv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

A nonpartisan political organization that encourages informed and active citizen participation in government, increases public understanding of major public policy issues,
and influences public policy through education and advocacy.
The League’s position on natural resources is to promote an
environment beneficial to life through the protection and
wise management of natural resources in the public interest. Specifically to promote management of natural resources
as interrelated parts of life-supporting ecosystems and to
promote resource conservation, stewardship, and long-range
planning, with the responsibility for managing natural resources shared by all levels of government. Our social media
accounts are: Facebook: LeagueofWomenVotersLehighCounty
Twitter: @LVCountyLWV

A nonpartisan political organization that encourages informed
and active citizen participation in government, increases public
understanding of major public policy issues, and influences public policy through education and advocacy. The League’s position
on natural resources is to promote an environment beneficial
to life through the protection and wise management of natural
resources in the public interest. Specifically to promote management of natural resources as interrelated parts of life-supporting
ecosystems and to promote resource conservation, stewardship,
and long-range planning, with the responsibility for managing
natural resources shared by all levels of government.

Lehigh County Land Preservation Program

4234 Dorney Park Road
Allentown, PA 18104
610-336-5680
Diane Matthews-Gehringer
dianematthews-gehringer@
lehighcounty.org

The Lehigh County Land Preservation Program works with
landowners to preserve agricultural land with conservation
easements. The program is also known as the purchase of development rights program. Under this volunteer program, landowners are financially compensated to preserve their properties
for agricultural production perpetually. Over 23,300 acres of
land have been preserved in Lehigh County.

www.lehighcounty.org/tabid/59
GOVERNMENT AGENCY
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Lehigh Gap Nature Center

Mailing Address: PO Box 198
Business Address:
8844 Paint Mill Road
Slatington, PA 18080

Nestled within the Kittatinny Ridge, alongside the Lehigh
River, the Lehigh Gap Nature Center (LGNC) is a nonprofit
environmental education center and wildlife refuge located
between Slatington and Palmerton, Pennsylvania. Our mission is to protect the wildlife and enhance the habitats of our
Refuge, the neighboring Kittatinny Ridge, and the Lehigh
610-760-8889
River Watershed through conservation, education, research,
Chad Schwartz/Brian Birchak and outdoor recreation to improve the quality of life of present and future generations. According to the United States
mail@lgnc.org
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) , LGNC is the
www.lgnc.org
only environmental education center in the country that has
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
been created upon the ashes of a Superfund toxic waste site. An
outdoor classroom, environmental laboratory, and recreational
hotspot, LGNC’s 756-acre refuge today hosts thousands of
local, regional, and international visitors each year. Contact us
about speakers or membership information.

-

Lehigh Valley Arts Council

840 Hamilton Street,
Suite 201

Allentown, PA 18101
610-437-5915
Randall Forte
info@lvartscouncil.org
www.lvartscouncil.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Audubon Society

PO Box 290
Emmaus, PA 18049
Barbara Malt, Vice President
vicepresident@lvaudubon.org
www.lvaudubon.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Incorporated in 1991 as a nonprofit arts-service organization,
our mission is to promote the value of the arts, foster collaboration in the community, and encourage arts engagement for all
people in the Lehigh Valley. The region’s central voice for the
arts, the Arts Council has 127 nonprofit organizations, 54 businesses, and 640 individual artists and arts patrons. We focus on
making the arts accessible to all citizens and providing services
to area artists and arts organizations, services that include arts
research, advocacy, accessibility for people with disabilities,
professional development, special events, publications, and cooperative marketing initiatives.

Our mission is to help people gain an appreciation and understanding of nature through birds, provide educational services
on local wildlife to our community, and protect local habitats
that are critical to local (and international) wildlife populations.
Facebook group: lvaudubon
Meetup events page: Lehigh-Valley-Audubon-Society

-

Lehigh Valley Bartering Community

Bethlehem, PA 18018
507-360-9888
Adam Heidebrink-Bruno
adam.heidebrink@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
groups/LVBarter
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

We are a local initiative to build a network of gardeners, crafters, artists, hobbyists, tinker, farmers, and anyone else dedicated to sustainable, alternative exchange. Everything offered for
trade within this community is grown and/or made right here
in the Lehigh Valley, minimizing the product’s dependence on
fossil fuels and substandard labor practices abroad. This bartering group emphasizes local, event-based community gatherings. Keep in touch with LV Bartering Community members
between events by joining the group on Facebook, where you
will be among the first to hear about upcoming barters. Join a
mailing list by contacting Adam by email.

Water is the most important substance to me. Don’t pollute the
earth, it’s your home. Animals are also in danger. Helping save the
Earth also saves time and money. Earn helping hands to help clean
and filter the environment.… Always recycle plastic. Conserve
electricity. Don’t litter, one mistake costs the earth.

-

Lehigh Valley Bird Town Coalition

Allentown, PA 18104
484-515-8628
Arundhati (Tinku)
Khanwalkar
tinkuvolk@me.com

Bird Town is a Pennsylvania Audubon program that enlists
municipalities to commit to promoting environmental stewardship and programs that benefit birds and people. The Bird
Town Coalition builds on this program by bringing together
Lehigh Valley municipalities and local organizations promoting
individual and community environmental stewardship, with a
focus on birds as an indicator of success.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Black News Network

Allentown, PA
484-661-1161
Kevin Easterling
info@lvbnn.com
www.lvbnn.com/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Lehigh Valley Black News Network is an informative
eNewsletter & blog designed to inform you about events and
community information related to the connection and inclusion
of communities of African-Black-African American descent
throughout the Lehigh Valley and the State of Pennsylvania.
The LV BNN e-letter is distributed and viewed by over 5000
internet readers from the Lehigh Valley Region, parts of
Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Reading.
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The Inequalities of Climate Change

A

s human beings, we all share the
responsibility of taking care of one
another. Regardless of the differences that separate us, the cultural barriers
that define us, or the walls we build amongst
ourselves, we all possess the subconscious
obligation to ensure the successful continuation of our species, and provide a better
future for generations to come. As sea levels
and global temperatures continue to rise, we
must remind ourselves that climate change
is no longer a conversation regarding when
we’ll experience its effects, but rather how
brutal the consequences will be and who
will be the most impacted. If we, the keepers
of the earth and mankind, do not assemble
and mitigate current environmental hazards
and socioeconomic inequalities soon, then
the unforgiving outcomes of climate change
will continue to disproportionately affect the
global population.
In a fair and just world, only those who
dare tamper with Mother Nature will feel
her wrath. However, the world we live in
does not equally punish offenders for the
crimes they’ve committed. When wealthy
countries inject their poisons into the Earth,
those living in poorer regions have to bear
the brunt of the Earth’s revenge. Generally
speaking, those who come from low-income
backgrounds are unfortunately the most
vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate
change. Not only do marginalized communities have fewer resources needed to adapt,
but they are also entrapped in a vicious cycle
where, due to socioeconomic factors (such
as their lack of income, lack of rights, and/
or historical racism), they’re constrained to
locations prone to environmental hazards.
This geographical restriction results in
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disadvantaged groups disproportionately
suffering from losses of assets and income,
which then result in perpetual and systemic
multidimensional inequalities, especially the
widening chasm between the haves and the
have-nots. The rich and the poor. The powerful and the powerless.
During the 2018 hurricane season,
residents living in areas forecasted to be
hit by Hurricane Florence were advised to
evacuate their homes and head for safety.
Picture this: you live in an area projected
to be severely damaged by an approaching
storm, and everyone around you has packed
up their belongings and disappeared. You
want to follow suit but have nowhere to go,
and can’t afford to leave. When you’re financially privileged, it’s relatively easy to pack
up your things, escape the rampant floods,
and not worry about recovering from the destruction. However, not everyone can afford
the bus ticket, gas, or hotel room needed to
potentially save their lives, and are therefore
forced to stay and endure the storm and aftermath. In addition to monetary burdens,
other circumstances such as health restrictions and mobility issues can make it more
challenging to flee the inevitable damages of
climate change, and seek refuge elsewhere.
From forest fires, to record breaking heat
waves, to unforeseen blizzards and catastrophic floods, if we continue to neglect the
mandatory changes needed to diminish the
climate change repercussions, its magnitude
will only intensify, and the survival of the
poor will be in jeopardy.
On a more global scale, although the
majority of greenhouse gas [GHG] emissions come from wealthy western countries
such as the United States and parts of

Europe, those living in developing nations
across Latin America, Africa, and Asia are
unjustly predestined to carry the weight of
a dying planet. Climate change in particular exacerbates the world’s socioeconomic
disparities by exposing the poorest people
to the harshest conditions. Imagine you’re a
sustenance farmer living on rural land just
below the equator, and you’re barely surviving off the meager profits from this year’s
harvest. Gradually shifting weather patterns,
rising temperatures, and more frequent
extreme weather events constantly threaten
your livelihood and chances of survival. The
soils keep drying and your crops keep dying.
If the rains won’t come, then neither will
your income. But if it rains too much, then
you’ll have no choice but to watch everything
you have be washed away from you. In addition, as climate change amplifies existing
environmental, political, and socioeconomic
challenges, there’s an increased likelihood of
heightened competition and conflict over already limited resources. In the case of catastrophes and emergency situations, millions
of families living in the developing world are

routinely displaced and left to scramble for
basic necessities such as food and water. As
climate change advances, so will the global
poverty rate. In due time, wealth will no longer be measured in money, but rather access
to luxuries such as clean water and fresh air.
Peak levels of global hunger, water scarcity, and extreme poverty are some of the
obstacles that lie ahead of us if we fail to
formulate and implement policies able to
sustainably address both climate change and
socioeconomic inequalities. Accentuating
the root causes of inequalities will allow us
to resiliently design and adapt to climate
hazards. In order to dismantle the vicious
cycle between systemic injustices and climate
change, we must begin by creating opportunities for inclusive and lifelong development.
We don’t get to choose where we’re born, but
we do have a say in how we leave the planet
for future generations. The truth is, nature
will continue to exist regardless of what
climate change has in store. But, if we don’t
start healing the earth now, this could be the
end of all mankind.

by Gwladys Boukpessi
Gwladys is a senior at Lehigh University, majoring in Environmental
Engineering with a minor in sustainable development.

Gwladys Boukpessis’ essay addresses two of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend and
• Protect and extend fundamental rights and opportunities throughout the range of human diversity.
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-

Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)

713 North 13th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
610-770-9781
Greg Bott
info@lvcil.org
www.lvcil.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
is dedicated to empowering individuals with disabilities and
promoting the full inclusion of persons with disabilities in all
aspects of life. LVCIL provides services for its consumers such
as information and referral, peer support, independent living
skills, and individual and systems advocacy. The organization
also provides housing search and support services for landlords,
a 24-hour sign language interpreter referral service, youth transition services, waiver supports coordination and community
outreach through specialized programs and groups.

I recycle the plastic bottles that I use. I take quick showers instead
of long baths that take up too much water. I use recyclable paper
and cardboard containers instead of big plastic containers you
can’t recycle. I turn the lights off when I’m not in the room.

-

Lehigh Valley Food Policy Council

1337 E Fifth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
484-893-1106
Sue Dalandan
sdalandan@lvfpc.org
www.lvpc.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Gas Truth

260 East Main Street
Kutztown, PA 19530
610-678-7726
Karen Feridun
karen.feridun@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
lehighvalleygastruth/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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The Food Policy Council was formed to promote policies and
action towards a local food system that benefits our community,
our environment, our farmers, and our economy in ways that
are equitable and sustainable. The Council fosters awareness
and understanding of the role played by an environmentallyhealthy food system in food security, economic vitality, and
health and well-being. The Council’s Steering Committee
of stakeholder representatives meets monthly. Working
Groups meet monthly across the Valley, and the Council as
a whole meets semi-annually. Membership is free. You can
follow their work and join the discussion on our Facebook
page: LVFoodPolicyCouncil.

Grassroots group fighting for a ban on shale gas development, clean air, clean water, and a sustainable future free of
fossil fuels. For more information on how to get connected,
please contact Karen Feridun ,Founder of Berks Gas Truth at
karen.feridun@gmail.com.

-

Lehigh Valley Greens

287 Long Lane Road
Treichlers, PA 18086-0235
484-719-3800
Martin Boksenbaum
martin@sustainlv.org
www.lvgns.wordpress.com

A local group based on the principles of “green politics,” it
embraces, when they are active, the formally organized Lehigh
County and Northampton County Green Parties. Its aim is to
create an ecologically sustainable society rooted in environmentalism, nonviolence, social justice, and grassroots democracy.
It promotes the Green Party’s Ten Key Values, through both
electoral and non-electoral actions. At present, we are mostly
keeping people on our email list informed about Green Party
actions and work. Contact us for more information.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Humanists

522 West Maple Street
Allentown, PA 18101
Kate Wilgruber
kwilgruber@lvhumanists.org
www.lvhumanists.org

Lehigh Valley Humanists focuses on a progressive life stance
that, without supernaturalism, affirms our ability and responsibility to lead meaningful, ethical lives capable of adding to the
greater good of humanity. Our goal is to promote Humanism
and foster the building of a vibrant community dedicated to a
positive ethical life-stance in the Lehigh Valley Area.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

I help the earth by turning off the light when no one is in the room.
Another thing I do is I unplug any chargers or any plug that anyone
is using. I know I can do better like plant a tree. I can also give away
things I don’t use. Something we should do is recycle. And not keep
burning trees……

-

Lehigh Valley Progressive Events

2035 Fenway Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-882-1136
Tom Ulrich
tomulrich41@gmail.com

Lehigh Valley Progressive Events is an email and online newsletter published twice each month. It is a grassroots effort
to publicize events about peace & justice, the environment,
global warming, media/framing, healthcare, election integrity,
and corporatism/democracy in the Lehigh and Northampton
County area in Pennsylvania. Email Tom to get our updates.

lehighvalleyprogressiveevents.
blogspot.com
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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-

Lehigh Valley Research Consortium

LVAIC
1309 Main Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-625-7888
Hannah Stewart-Gambino
stewarth@lafayette.edu

The Consortium (LVRC) combines the expertise of researchers
from the Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges
(LVAIC) and community partners to examine various issues
(e.g. political, economic, social, health, and environmental) in a
regional context. Through its efforts, the LVRC functions as a
community-based information resource for Lehigh Valley government, not-for-profits, businesses, and citizens.

www.lehighvalleyresearch.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Social Impact Center

321 East 4th Street
(at Touchstone Café)
Bethlehem, PA 18015
212-928-8180
Tom Moroz
tjmoroz@gmail.com
socialimpactlv.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Sustainability Network

PO Box 361
Center Valley, PA 18034
610-868-3630
Andrea Wittchen
andrea@lvsustain.org
www.lvsustain.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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A co-working and event space where social entrepreneurs, nonprofit organizations, and other passionate community members
come together, bringing about positive change in the community as peers to cross-fertilize and develop their ventures.
During business hours, we are a co-working space and on many
evenings we host community conversations and networking
events on issues that are important to the community. We are
exploring the possibility of joining the global Impact Hub. Stop
by and check out what we are doing or just come and work for a
few hours if you are an independent contractor looking to connect with like-minded people.

Mission: to create avenues for collaboration, education, and
action facilitating the creation of a sustainable Lehigh Valley.
Goals include cultivating leaders who promote sustainability,
increasing the visibility of sustainability and engaging the community in addressing sustainability issues. It provides a web resource that serves as a regional portal on organizations, events,
projects, and education in sustainability. Open to any organization or individual interested in sustainability. LVSN also sponsors Green Drinks Lehigh Valley, a monthly gathering of the
sustainability community at Fegley’s Bethlehem Brew Works.
On Facebook & Twitter (@lvsustain)and LinkedIn (Lehigh
Valley Sustainability Network). (Also see @lvgreendrinks) on
Facebook and Twitter.

-

Lehigh Valley Zoo

5150 Game Preserve Road
PO Box 519
Schnecksville, PA 18078
610-799-4171

Lehigh Valley Zoo’s mission is to create a safe, engaging, and
enlightening wildlife experience for guests of all ages as it demonstrates leadership in the cultural, scientific, and conservation
communities. Find us on social media as LVZoo.

Melissa Borland

MBorland@lvzoo.org
www.lvzoo.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania

Bachman Publick House
169 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042
info@Lenape-Nation.org
www.lenape-nation.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

LEPOCO Peace Center

313 W Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-691-8730
Nancy Tate or
Amanda Zaniesienko
lepoco@fast.net
www.lepoco.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

A non-profit organization dedicated to increasing awareness of
Lenape history and culture, the Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania
joins together members of the Lenape Nation and anyone else
interested in the continuing development of Lenape language
and culture. The Lenape Nation encourages partnerships
among people and organizations, in order to foster cultural,
historical and environmental education and preservation.

LEPOCO (Lehigh-Pocono Committee of Concern) brings
people together to counter threats to peace, our way of life, and
our planet. Ongoing programs, all open to the general public,
include: Peace Camp, Monthly Peace Vigil, LEPOCO Peace
Singers, Annual Dinner in March, Peace-a-thon (for bikers and
walkers) in May, Potluck & Politics discussion series, monthly
book discussion group, First Friday film series. Working
groups include: America’s Solidarity Group and Stop the Wars
Committee. Actions generated as needed. LEPOCO publishes
a newsletter and a weekly email calendar and updates its website
calendar regularly. Call for more information.

Little Free Libraries

www.littlefreelibrary.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

This nonprofit organization inspires a love of reading, builds
community, and sparks creativity by fostering neighborhood
book exchanges around the world. Little Free Libraries help
share millions of books each year, profoundly increasing access
to books for readers of all ages and backgrounds. There are dozens of little free libraries in the greater Lehigh Valley — see the
map at www.littlefreelibrary.org/ourmap/
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It’s time to break the strangl

“We cannot solve our problems with the same think
“The people of Toledo proposed and passed the [Lake Erie Bill of Rights]
following years of inaction by government and industry to… restore and protect
Lake Erie. We recognized the need to elevate the protection of Lake Erie by
securing its legal rights, moving beyond conventional environmental laws.”
— Crystal Jankowski of Toledoans for Safe Water

"I’m 25 years old. We’ve known about the
climate crisis for twice as long as I’ve been
alive in this planet and we have yet to do
something that scales our action and economic
activity to combat the crisis….any politician
who wants to be taken seriously by our
generation needs to have the courage to stand
up to the fossil fuel billionaires and back a
Green New Deal."
— Varshini Prakash, co-founder of the Sunrise Movement

“People keep ask
is the solution to th
They expect me to
beyond absurd as t
our current system

We can no long
and separate issues
the climate crisis a
then — and only gu
science… — can we
global way forward

— Greta T
“An integrated and comprehensive sustainability impact
assessment… is essential to understand the impacts a
project will have on climate change, community, health,
environment, and the local economy.”
— from the Alliance’s Sustainability Impact Assessment for the
proposed Da Vinci Science City, July 2018

“There is no longer
extraction decades i
want it in your back
across the country w
economy means in t

—

“As responsible environmental stewards, school districts should
address the climate challenge by reducing emissions and integrating
sustainability into both their educational programs as well as into
their support operations.”
— from the Climate and Sustainability Commitment statement
adopted by the Bethlehem Area School District, April 28, 2014
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lehold of business-as-usual !

king we used when we created them.”   —Albert Einstein
"We don’t have time to sit on our hands as our planet burns. For
young people, climate change is bigger than election or re-election. It’s
life or death.… Our goal is to treat Climate Change like the serious,
existential threat it is by drafting an ambitious solution on the scale
necessary — aka a Green New Deal — to get it done. A weak
[select] committee misses the point & endangers people."

king me ‘what
he climate crisis?’…
know the answer. That is
there are no ‘solutions’ within
ms…. That’s the whole point.…

ger only focus on individual
s…. We need to start treating
as the crisis it is. Because only
uided by the best available
e together start creating the
d.

Thunberg, 16-year-old climate activist
Stockholm, Sweden, March 17, 2019

— Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who introduced
the Green New Deal in the U.S. House

“So we are left with a stark choice:
allow climate disruption to change
everything about our world, or
change pretty much everything
about our economy to avoid that
fate. But we need to be very clear:
because of our decades of collective
denial, no gradual, incremental
options are now available to us.”
— Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything:
Capitalism vs the Climate, 2014

an excuse for building new infrastructure projects that lock us into increased
into the future. The new iron law of energy development must be: if you wouldn’t
kyard, then it doesn’t belong in anyone’s backyard…. We call for town hall meetings
where residents can gather to democratically define what a genuine leap to the next
their communities.”

— from The Leap Manifesto: A Call for a Canada Based on Caring for the Earth and One Another, 2015

“We are still left with a fair chance to [avoid disastrous warming], yet the
race between climate dynamics and climate policy will be a close one…
This requires an industrial revolution for sustainability, starting now.”
— Hans Schellnhuber, Director, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, 2008
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-

Lower Saucon Township Historical Society

PO Box 176
Hellertown, PA 18055
610-625-8771
Joan Ruth
lshistorical@yahoo.com
www.lutzfranklin.com/

The Lower Saucon Township Historical Society seeks to
preserve and maintain the Lutz-Franklin Schoolhouse as an
example of 19th century Pennsylvania architecture, to utilize it
as a place of public education, to acquire, conserve, and archive
artifacts, manuscripts, photographs, recordings, and ephemera
relevant to the history of Lower Saucon Township and to make
them available for research, study, and education.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Martin Luther & Coretta Scott King Memorial Project

Union Street &
Martin Luther King Drive
Allentown, PA
484-661-1161
Kevin Easterling
info@mlkmemorialproject.org

The Martin Luther & Coretta Scott King Memorial Project
of the Lehigh Valley is an organizational initiative designed
to develop a memorial and strategic community programs to
commemorate and memorialize the life-work and ideals of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta Scott King by leading a
collaborative funding, construction, and program development
process to honor their national and international contributions
to world peace, justice, and equality.

www.facebook.com/
MLKmemorialLehighValley
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association

PO Box 84
Kutztown, PA 19530
Vera Cole or Bill Hennessy
veracole@comcast.net
www.themarea.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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The Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association (MAREA) is
a volunteer-driven, nonprofit organization that promotes environmentally-friendly energy and lifestyle choices for individuals and small businesses. We are dedicated to informing and
educating the public on renewable energy production, energy
efficiency, and sustainable living through meetings, workshops,
educational materials, and energy fairs. Our monthly meetings,
free and open to the public, are held on the last Tuesday of each
month at TEK Park, Route 222, Breinigsville. Check our website for a current schedule of speakers and detailed directions.

-

Mock Turtle Marionette Theatre

421 Second Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-867-8208
Doug Roysdon
doug@mockturtle.org
www.mockturtle.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Based on the puppets and scripts of Doug Roysdon and developed through collaborations with many artists, Mock Turtle
Marionette Theatre exploits the versatility of the puppetry
arts. After a fairly extensive touring career, beginning with its
founding in 1978, Mock Turtle turned its focus to activities at
the Ice House in Bethlehem and over thirty collaborative partnerships with Valley arts and non-profit organizations ranging
from the Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley
to Pennsylvania Sinfonia to the Da Vinci Science Center.
Increasingly, their partnerships are established to emphasize
important children’s issues such as literacy, diversity, and child
abuse prevention.

Mutual Aid Network of the Lehigh Valley (MANLV)

Kathy Perlow
kathyp@mutualaidnetwork.org
mutualaidnetwork.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

We address the social determinants of health that impact life
outcomes for some of our most vulnerable community members (formerly incarcerated, juveniles aging out of the foster
care system, homeless populations, individuals recovering from
addiction, and newly settled refugee communities). MANLV
addresses social needs of isolation, lack of community engagement, lack of a sense of belonging, poverty, institutional racism,
restorative practices, health outcomes, education, and violence.
One of eight pilot sites around the world in a global cooperative
designed to build and share knowledge, resources, and experience in order to create a cooperative egalitarian economy from
the ground up. MAN contact: info@mutualaidnetwork.org

Tom Maxfield
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-

NAACP – Allentown Branch

PO Box 9418
Allentown, PA 18105
610-797-1107
Dan Bosket
dbosket@caclv.org
www.facebook.com/
AllentownNaacp

The mission of the NAACP – Allentown Branch is to ensure
the political, educational, social, and economic equality of
rights of all persons and to eliminate racial hatred and racial
discrimination. The vision of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People is to ensure a society in which
all individuals have equal rights and there is no racial hatred or
racial discrimination.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

I don’t use plastic bags. Turn the lights off. Turn off the water when I
brush my teeth. Recycle plastic. I don’t smoke. I don’t use the blow
dryer. I take the bus to school instead of my car. I open my windows
for light instead of electricity.

-

NAACP – Bethlehem Branch

PO Box 1474
Bethlehem, PA 18016
610-866-2078
Esther Lee
bethnaacp@bethnaacp.org
bethnaacp.org

The mission of the NAACP – Bethlehem Branch is to ensure
the political, educational, social, and economic equality of
rights of all persons and to eliminate racial hatred and racial
discrimination. The vision of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People is to ensure a society in which
all individuals have equal rights and there is no racial hatred or
racial discrimination.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

NAACP – Easton Branch

PO Box 703
Easton, PA 18042
484-602-8714
Lance Wheeler
membership@naacp-eastonpa.org
www.naacpeastonpa.com/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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The mission of the NAACP – Easton Branch is to ensure the
political, educational, social, and economic equality of rights of
all persons and to eliminate racial hatred and racial discrimination. Our vision is to ensure a society in which all individuals
have equal rights without discrimination based on race.

-

Natural Builders Guild

Nick Bailey
mister.bailey@riseup.net
www.naturalbuildersguild.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

The Natural Builders Guild is made up of professionals and
homeowners who formed the Guild to promote and foster the
Natural Building trades, methods, and practices in the Greater
Lehigh Valley. Regular monthly Third-Wednesday-of-theMonth Meetings. Late afternoon/early evening. Everyone is
welcome to attend. At: Lehigh Valley Social Impact Center in
the Touchstone Theatre Café. 321 E 4th Street, Bethlehem PA
18015. An Alliance Working Group.

Neighborhood Health Centers of the Lehigh Valley

Janelle Zelko Hager
610-820-7605 x2310
JZelko@nhclv.com
www.nhclv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Neighborhood Health Centers of the Lehigh Valley (NHCLV)
is a local federally-qualified Health Center in the Lehigh Valley.
One of the opportunities that NHCLV offers to patients, community members, and organizational partners is time banking,
which is a model that is used to encourage reciprocity and mutual respect within our community by facilitating the exchange
of skills and talents through time. In time banking, we believe
that everyone has something to contribute, and that each individual should be valued for the gifts and talents that he/she has
to offer.

Turn the lights off when I leave a room. Recycle. Reuse containers.
Turn the water off when washing dishes. Grow plants. Take quick
showers. Reuse papers. Reuse my paint water. Turn the water
off when I brush my teeth. Air dry my hair instead of blow drying. I
always walk.

-

Nurture Nature Center

518 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-253-4432
Rachel Hogan Carr
rhogan@nurturenature.org
www.nurturenaturecenter.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Science-based organization that combines science, art, and
community dialogue to get people talking and thinking about
environmental issues. Its main exhibit is Science on a Sphere,
a giant animated globe that displays breathtaking visualizations of Earth and planetary science. Visitors can also experience programs and exhibitions in the science theater and four
art galleries. Regular hours: Wednesdays and Saturdays,
noon–4 pm; Thursdays, 6-9 pm. NNC hosts special programs: On the Sphere, frequently Thursday evenings and
Saturday afternoons; gardening presentations; and hands-on
art and garden projects. Visit the Urban Recycle Garden out
back any time. More information: website and Facebook page.
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“Because Capitalism Degrades Nature”

T

hat is what I say when friends ask
me why I founded the Beyond Capitalism Working Group (BCWG)

in 2015.
But this is not all. They also ask why pick
on capitalism? Have not people from time
immemorial wrestled with environmental
degradation such as soil erosion and depletion, overhunting, and widespread logging?
Did not the Maya, a sophisticated civilization made up of 19 million people, experience a rapid collapse in a span of a mere century due to a drought that had been severely
exacerbated by rapid deforestation? Indeed,
why not place the blame on human nature itself or organized human life, especially given
that revolutionary advances in technology
have made possible dramatic increases in human population?
There are several possible responses to
the above queries.
It is true that peoples in the antiquity
faced environmental degradation. Their issues, however, were limited to a locality or
a region. For example, deforestation was responsible for 60% of the drought that led to
the rapid collapse of the Maya during the 8th
or 9th centuries.
The first unique characteristic of the
late capitalist era, however, is that its ecological reach is global and threatens nearly
the entirety of life on the planet. What we
are witnessing is not a society whose activities threaten its existence but a globalized
economic system whose normal operations
threaten the entire planetary ecological system. Indeed, this constitutes the 2nd unique
feature of the present historical moment: we
are dealing with a capitalist economic system
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with a global reach. It is precisely because
the system’s reach is global that the damage
it inflicts on life-support systems is so widespread as to set it on a tragic collision course
with the Earth itself.
It is crucial to realize that this widespread
damage originates from the normal functioning of the system and not from its malfunction nor simply because of overpopulation or
the use of vastly more powerful technologies.
The richest 10% globally, for example, uses
about 60% of the planet’s resources and is
responsible for a similar share of global pollutants let out into the atmosphere.
The systemic nature of the ecological
degradation should compel us to analyze
with sober senses the central driving forces
of the system as a whole. These are (a) a
cancer-like hunger for endless growth driven
by the “egotistical calculation” of commerce
seeking maximum profitability, (b) the treatment of human labor as a cost leading capital
to oppose labor capturing a fair share of the
wealth it creates, and (c) the determination
of massive investments by an increasingly
transnational capitalist class, a tiny sliver
of the total population. As Peter Phillips
has shown in his recent book Giants: The
Global Power Elite, just 199 people manage
17 transnational investment companies that
together controlled $41 trillion worth of assets in 2017.
Capitalism, however, has intensified its
assault not just against this beautiful planet
but against the people inhabiting it.
How else are we to make sense of the
facts that the world’s 2,200 billionaires increased their wealth by $2.5 billion per day
in 2018 while nearly half of humanity (3.4

billion people) live with less than $5.50 a
day; that the super-rich had stored $7.6 trillion of their wealth in offshore tax havens in
2015 while some 10,000 will die daily of lack
of access to health care; and that Ethiopia’s
health budget, a country of 105 million people, is nearly equivalent to just a 1% tax on
Jeff Bezos’ fortune ($112 billion), the richest
man in the world?
Clearly, the ruling class has no good ideas
about how to address the existential crises
the reproduction of its own class domination
generates. In fact, the ever-increasing concentration of wealth in its hands ensures that no
solution, even if it is compelled to accept it by
pressures from below, can remain effective for
long and not be subject to rollback.
Therefore, it is left to us to free our
minds and acquire the ‘we’ consciousness
necessary to mount a serious challenge to
global capitalism and its by-products: imperialism, neoliberalism, war, racism, poverty
and, especially, the destruction of the ecosystem. Time is not on our side. We must act
before the full range of catastrophes awaiting

us materialize. We must try to see through
the ideological mystifications the system
generates to camouflage its nature. We must
bring about a radical transformation in how
we relate to one another and to nature.
BCWG is an expression of this radical
hope. It rests on the premise that we are
capable of rationality and can act proactively
to avert predictable disasters. But there is an
alternative consciousness and one that only
springs to action in reaction to the alreadyoccurring socio-ecological disasters. This
catastrophe-based consciousness is real and
dreadfully inadequate for the task before us.
As Dr. King once said, “We are confronted
with the fierce urgency of now.” There is, he
continued, “such a thing as being too late,”
especially now and in relation to the ecological destruction underway. But as the worst is
yet to come, we must insist with Marx that
humanity be “at last compelled to face with
sober senses his real conditions of life, and
his relations with his kind,” and we would
add, with nature, and act to transform the
world accordingly.

by Faramarz Farbod
Faramarz, a native of Iran, teaches political science at Moravian
College. He is a member of the Alliance steering committee and
founder of the Beyond Capitalism Working group.

Faramarz Farbod’s essay addresses problems for which the Alliance’s vision provides an alternative:
We envision a sustainable, regenerative society, based upon enduring wisdom and careful
stewardship. We envision a future characterized by a self-healing environment, honorable and
ethical behavior, self-determination, and secure freedoms for a diverse people.
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-

Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture (PASA)

PO Box 419
Millheim, PA 16854
814-349-9856
info@pasaing.org

PASA’s mission is promoting profitable farms that produce
healthy food for all people while respecting the natural environment. PASA hosts educational and social events throughout
the year in every corner of Pennsylvania. Check out our website
for more information and join us at an upcoming event.

www.pasaing.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

This is how I save the environment… I take short showers. I use
reusable bags instead of plastic bags. I turn the water off while i
brush my teeth. I use my bike instead of my car. I turn off all the
lights when I leave any room.

-

PEACE-Youth

Durham, PA 18039
Ann Marshall
durhamccap@gmail.com
www.peace-youth.org/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Penn State Cooperative Extension Service – Lehigh

4184 Dorney Park Road
Allentown, PA 18104
610-391-9840
Tina M. Schucker
LehighExt@psu.edu
lehigh.extension.psu.edu
GOVERNMENT AGENCY
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PEACE–Youth was started in 2015, soon after the group’s
neighborhood was targeted for the path of the PennEast pipeline. Our focuses currently are threefold: Stop the PennEast
Pipeline, ban fracking, and help switch our communities to
sustainable energy and sustainable living practices. We support
all environmental practices and ecosystem restoration. As we
develop, we hope to collaborate with schools and offer curriculum support for teachers to integrate this awareness into the
classrooms and help youth recognize the incredible dangers we
face — but also the amazing opportunities that come with an
energy revolution.

County, state, and federal support enables us to help local residents with everyday challenges such as identifying threats to
crops or teaching families how to manage their finances. We
reach out as Extension Educators and volunteers to share Penn
State’s resources with residents of Lehigh County. Agriculture,
horticulture, 4-H youth, and family living programs are offered.

-

Penn State Cooperative Extension Service – Northampton

14 Gracedale Avenue
Nazareth, PA 18064
610-746-1970  
Megan Chawner
mzc335@psu.edu
extension.psu.edu/
northampton-county

Penn State Cooperative Extension in Northampton County
gives local residents easy access to the resources and expertise
of the Pennsylvania State University. Through educational
programs, publications, and events, cooperative extension
educators deliver unbiased, research-based information to
Northampton County citizens. We can answer your questions
on a wide array of topics. To find out how we can help you,
browse our website or contact us by email or phone.

GOVERNMENT AGENCY

-

Pennsylvania Community Rights Network (PACRN)

107 Center Street
East Pittsburgh, PA 15112
717-576-0794

A 501(c)(3) nonprofit whose mission is to help Pennsylvania
communities establish their rights for democratic local selfgovernance, social justice, and environmental sustainability.

Malinda Harnish Clatterbuck
clatterms@gmail.com
pacommunityrights.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Pennsylvania Farmers Union

PO Box 863
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
717-576-0794
Heidi Secord
paersunion@gmail.com
www.paersunion.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

A 501(c)(4) policy and advocacy organization. A dedicated policy voice of family farmers and supportive rural and urban residents and consumers across the Keystone State. Through policy, advocacy, and education, PFU works to preserve a sustainable local economy while ensuring domestically grown, healthy
food choices for our community. PFU is a grassroots organization where policy positions are initiated locally. Whether it’s
food safety, dairy, specialty crops, trade, or any other issue facing Pennsylvania family farmers, PFU listens to farmers, trade
organizations, conservation organizations, and food co-ops in
sharing a deep commitment to conservation and the success of
family agriculture.
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-

Pennsylvania Land Trust Association

119 Pine Street, 1st Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
717-230-8560
Nicole Faraguna

The Pennsylvania Land Trust Association works to protect
Pennsylvania’s special places by helping land trusts acquire land
and conservation easements. Land trust efforts revolve around
working cooperatively with landowners and crafting projects
with win-win outcomes for communities.

info@conserveland.org
www.conserveland.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Planned Parenthood – Keystone

Lehigh Valley Regional Office
PO Box 813
Trexlertown, PA 18087
610-481-0481
800-935-0689
info@planitpa.org
www.planitpa.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Plant a Row Lehigh Valley

926 Birch Road
Hellertown, PA 18055
260-255-5536
Joseph Marlin
info@plantarowlv.org
plantarowlv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Planned Parenthood promotes and protects universal access
to reproductive health care and freedom of choice to determine reproductive needs. Our health centers provide routine
gynecological services, pregnancy testing and options counseling, diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases,
emergency contraception, abortion services (Reading), colposcopy, and cryotherapy (Reading and Wilkes-Barre). Our
education programs provide healthy relationship information,
decision-making skills, risk reduction, and information about
birth control and sexually transmitted diseases, among others.
The advocacy component seeks to educate the public around
issues important to our mission. Health centers are located in
Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton, Hazleton, Reading, Scranton,
Stroudsburg, and Wilkes-Barre.

Dedicate one row of your garden to donate to the hungry. At
harvest time, drop your produce (and any extra) off at our convenient donation locations. Plant A Row LV encourages local
backyard gardeners to set aside one row in their gardens and
donate that produce to local food pantries and meal centers.
We also accept overflow produce, and we operate drop-off
points throughout Lehigh and Northampton Counties. We’re
run by local gardeners to benefit our neighbors in the Lehigh
Valley who might be hungry. You can find us on Facebook
at Plant a Row Lehigh Valley. To get involved: Register your
garden on our website.

-

POWER Lehigh Valley

144 N 9th Street
Allentown PA, 18102
484-695-3865
Jaisy B Omollo
jomollo@powerinterfaith.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Pennsylvanians Organized to Witness, Empower and Rebuild
(POWER) focuses on both short- and long-term solutions,
aimed at disrupting the status quo through effective grassroots
organizing rooted in both personal and collective transformation. Our mission is to foster truly healthy, inclusive, and just
communities across the Lehigh Valley, by building a multi-racial justice movement that is predicated on a clear understanding of both how white supremacy operates at a systemic and
individual level, and how oppression negatively impacts us all.

ProJeCt of Easton

320 Ferry Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-258-4361
Janice D. Komisor
jkomisor@projecteaston.org
www.projecteaston.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

ProJeCt has served at-risk people and families in the Lehigh
Valley for more than 50 years. ProJeCt believes that education
and an inter-connected set of services are the keys to helping
people help themselves break the cycle of poverty. We offer adult
education, family literacy, school-based programs, and safety-net
resources (including a food pantry), all at no charge, to help our
clients work toward self-sufficiency. ProJeCt’s research-based
programs, combined with hands-on case management services,
help clients achieve success in schoolwork and life.

I reuse candle jars to put earrings inside. I shut off the water when I
brush my teeth. I use water bottles when they are empty. I shut off
all the lights I’m not using at that moment. All the grocery bags I use
as a garbage bag for the bathroom. Also I walk instead of driving.

-

Rodale Institute

611 Siegfriedale Road
Kutztown, PA 19530
610-683-1400
Louise DeVall
info@rodaleinst.org
www.rodaleinstitute.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Pioneering organics since 1947 and improving the health and
well-being of people and the planet. Building on the prescient
visions of J.I. and Robert Rodale, the Rodale Institute has been
pioneering organics through our innovative research, education, and outreach, advocating organic techniques as a means
of renewing human and environmental health. Long before
environmental issues were news-worthy or organic was trendy,
our organic and regenerative research taught millions of people
around the globe how to transform their lives and their communities. Twitter: @rodaleinstitute Instagram: rodaleinstitute
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-

Second Harvest Food Bank

6969 Silver Crest Road
Nazareth, PA 18064
484-821-2408
Jessica Dokachev
shfb-info@caclv.org
www.caclv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Operates in Lehigh, Northampton, Carbon, Monroe, Pike,
and Wayne counties, last year distributing more than 9 million
pounds of food to more than 200 emergency food pantries,
meal centers, homeless shelters, child care agencies, addiction treatment programs, and just about any agency that feeds
people as part of their operation – a network serving more than
60,000 people each month. Also administers supplemental
nutrition programs for children, seniors, active-duty military
reservists and veterans, SNAP outreach and application assistance, a nutrition education program, and anti-poverty advocacy initiatives. Second Harvest is committed to providing the
healthiest food possible to families most in need.

The Seed Farm

Lehigh County Agricultural
Center, Suite 107
4184 Dorney Park Road
Allentown, PA 18104
610-391-9583 ext 16
cell: 484-866-6076
Lindsey Parks,

Executive Director

lindsey_parks@theseed.org
www.theseed.org

A nonprofit organization dedicated to cultivating the next
generation of farmers. We offer new farmer training and an
agricultural business incubator on our 42-acre site in Emmaus.
New and aspiring farmers learn skills that are critical to farming success. The workshops and classes teach organic vegetable
production, equipment operation, marketing, business planning, and more. The Seed Farm’s agricultural business incubator brings ownership within reach by providing access to expensive and critical resources. Beginning farmers with adequate
experience and business plans may launch their businesses in
the incubator, accessing land, equipment, infrastructure, mentoring, and more, at reduced rates.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Shanthi Project

PO Box 3716
Palmer, PA 18045
Denise Veres
denise@shanthiproject.org
www.shanthiproject.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Teaches therapeutic yoga and mindfulness classes throughout
the Lehigh Valley to hundreds of at-risk youth and trauma
survivors, including children in the foster care system, veterans, and the incarcerated. Also presents in-class mindfulness
to thousands of school children and their teachers each school
year. Through controlled movement, breathing, and mindfulness, students learn valuable coping and life skills that cultivate
self-awareness, enhance compassion, and promote positive emotions, helping to establish healthy and productive relationships.
Shanthi Project’s teachers have received specialized training in
trauma-informed yoga, including how to work with at-risk youth
and those who have survived emotional and physical trauma.

-

Sierra Club – Kittatinny Group

348 Pine Creek Road
Kempton, PA 19529
610-823-8258
Darree Sicher
zinc5@enter.net
kittgroup.weebly.com/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Sierra Club’s mission is to explore, enjoy, and protect
Earth’s wild places, to practice and promote the responsible
use of earth’s ecosystems and resources, to educate and enlist
humanity in protecting and restoring the quality of the natural
and human environment, and to use all lawful means to carry
out these objectives. The Kittatinny (Berks and Schuylkill)
Group, in concert with the national Sierra Club and the
Pennsylvania Chapter, works on local, regional, state, and
national environmental issues. We publish the Berks-Lehigh
Sustainable Directory, organize educational events and hikes,
and evaluate environmental records of local political candidates.

I turn off the lights and water when I’m not using them. I reuse the
same water bottles. I recycle plastic and paper. I usually carpool with
my mom to work. I air dry all my clothes instead of using the dryer. I
use the same plastic bags for multiple purposes.

-

Sierra Club – Lehigh Valley Group

1814 Homestead Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-730-2514
Donald Miles
lvsierraclub@gmail.com
www.sierraclublehigh.com/

The Sierra Club is the oldest and largest environmental advocacy organization in the United States. The Pennsylvania Chapter
has nine Groups, including ours. We work to protect our
environment in the Lehigh Valley and globally. We engage in
environmental activism, conduct conservation projects, present
outings (hikes, etc.) in the area, present education programs,
lobby state and national legislators about environmental issues,
and endorse candidates we feel best support the environment.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Slate Belt Rising

197 Pennsylvania Avenue
Bangor, PA 18013
Stephen Reider
484-523-0900
sreider@caclv.org
www.slatebeltrising.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Slate Belt Rising (SBR) is a neighborhood revitalization initiative designed to integrate and capitalize on the substantial
assets of the individual Slate Belt communities. By leveraging
the unique history, architecture, and culture of each municipality into a regional approach, SBR will use a Neighborhood
Partnership Plan to foster comprehensive community and
economic development. While SBR specifically targets the
boroughs of Bangor, Wind Gap, Pen Argyl, and Portland, some
initiatives promote development and the coordination of services for the entire region.
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Festival Unbound

B

ethlehem was born from a utopian,
communal Moravian experiment in
1740 that dissolved in the face of the
philosophy of progress, the industrial revolution and the domination of Bethlehem Steel.
Then, in 1998, after an almost 150-year history building our nation, Bethlehem Steel
shut down. To help our community work
through that trauma, Touchstone Theatre
created a festival of original art and performance in 1999 called Steel Festival: The Art
of an Industry.
Now, as we approach 20 years since that
landmark event, Bethlehem’s SouthSide
residents are largely Latino and 80% low-income; affordable housing is a tight 1% availability; homeless shelters are overflowing;
opioid use has doubled since last year; and
class and racial tension undermines the treasure of our cultural diversity. In response,
Touchstone has embarked on the most ambitious, artistic, community-wide initiative of
its life — Festival UnBound.
Partnering with the City of Bethlehem
and starting back in 2017, Touchstone
has held hundreds of hours of meaningful
conversations throughout the community
around three questions: What challenges are
upon us, and what are coming? What must
we do to successfully face them? What kind
of future do we want for Bethlehem? From
these conversations and their generated stories, art, music and an increasingly complex
community understanding, the design for
Festival UnBound has evolved.
The Festival will run October 4–13,
2019 as a cluster of original art performances and happenings created in collaboration
with our community, City government, and

visiting regional and international artists,
centered on the nexus of problems identified
in this two-year-long community dialogue.
Surrounding these events will be panel
discussions, public meals, social media exchanges and town meetings that will lead to
practical solutions and the increased empathy and compassion that is necessary for us
to advance collectively.
Touchstone and its many dedicated partners have been conceiving and building this
community-wide event for a long time now,
but it will be nothing without the community itself. It has become increasingly clear
during this three-year-long process that the
way forward for us, as a people, is through
collaboration. The way forward depends on
us moving towards an ever more inclusive
process, the way forward is to build a culture
that reflects values that are sustainable and
healthy for all.
As Paul Hanley, quoting Edward O.
Wilson, the dean of evolutionary biology, in
his book Eleven on the implications of our
moving towards a planet of eleven billion
people wrote: ‘Homo sapiens, the first truly
free species, is about to decommission natural
selection, the force that made us. Humanity’s childhood has ended; our future is being
determined not by natural selection, the force
that shaped us, but by our own decisions.
Consequently, “we must look deep within ourselves and decide what we wish to become.”’
October 4–13, the City of Bethlehem
will be listening, during our panel discussions, our social media campaign, web page
blog and forum. Join us. Enjoy the art, and
let your voice be heard.

by Bill George

Bill is a theatre artist and co-founder of Touchstone Theatre.
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October 4–13, 2019
Mark your calendars now!
Opening & Closing Ceremonies: At the Opening, the various themes of the Festival will be introduced — the challenge of emerging diversity, the struggle between
work and family cultures, the interconnectedness of all things, and the paramount
importance of our youth. At the Closing, following a parade through the community,
these themes will be braided together in spectacle and ceremony at the City Center
Payrow Plaza.
Intersections: Performances, exhibits, and happenings to be generated by Touchstone Ensemble Members and visiting regional and international artists — principally the Pregones Puerto Rican Traveling Theater (NYC), Teatr Brama (Poland),
and Potlach Theatre (Italy) — in collaboration with community groups, these will be
staged throughout Bethlehem: on the streets, in the malls, on the playgrounds.
A sampling of intersections that are already planned:
• Youth Devised Work: An ensemble of students from Bethlehem’s high schools
will be devising a multi-disciplinary response to the UnBound themes.
• Prometheus Redux: A dramatic performance centered around the 1999 Steelbound’s Prometheus protagonist, 20 years later.
• Historic Moravian Single Sisters Project: From 1740 to 1761, Bethlehem practiced a general economy where property was shared equally, women held extraordinary power, no one was without healthcare, and interracial marriage was
accepted.
• A Joyful Noise: Produced with the Bach Choir of Bethlehem, this concert will
feature works emphasizing the diversity of our community’s cultural fabric.

Bill George’s essay speaks to three of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Protect and extend fundamental rights and opportunities throughout the range of human
diversity
• Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community interests
• Promote discussion, education, and understanding of ways to maximize the health of
individuals and communities
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South Side Initiative (SSI)

Bethlehem, PA 18015
Breena Holland
610-758-5982
brh205@lehigh.edu
ssi.cas2.lehigh.edu/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

SSI brings together Lehigh University faculty, students, and
staff with the people of Bethlehem to share knowledge, foster
democracy, and improve the quality of life in our city. SSI rests
on the proposition that the teaching and research mission of the
university — and the quality of life in Bethlehem — will be enhanced by this collaboration that allows for the sharing of local
forms of knowledge, historical memory, and cultural practice
with those in the university. SSI ultimately provides a forum
to address pressing challenges in the life of the city by creating
opportunities for informed democratic deliberation and action.
www.facebook.com/southsideinitiative/

SouthSide Film Festival & SouthSide Film Institute

26 E Third Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-882-4300
Jeff Vaclavik
dbrew101@gmail.com
www.ssff.org

The SouthSide Film Institute is a grass-roots organization
dedicated to promoting and preserving the art of independent filmmaking, offering choices to patrons of the arts, and
showcasing the cultural community of the South Side of
Bethlehem. The Institute presents the 16th Annual SouthSide
Film Festival June 11–15, 2019. To date, the SSFF has
screened over 1,300 independent films from 46 states and 90
countries. Like us on Facebook.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Katie Amari

-

Stonehedge Gardens

51 Dairy Road
Tamaqua, PA 18252
570-386-4276
Tracy Perry
info@stonehedgegardens.org
www.stonehedge.us/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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In 1966 Russell Keich and Don Herring, avid gardeners and
artists, purchased a farm, and transformed it into a living
museum, using salvaged materials from dismantled churches,
barns, and other classic structures. Gradually the surrounding
cornfields and stream were transformed into six acres of breathtaking gardens interspersed among waterfalls, water gardens,
and ponds. Today, Stonehedge is a nonprofit, perpetuating the
continuing creative expressions of nature, the arts, and metaphysical and holistic healing. Our mission is to provide a healing, sacred, inclusive environment for personal and community
transformation and wellness.

-

Sustainable Energy Fund

1005 Brookside Road
Suite 210
Allentown, PA 18106
610-264-4440
thesef@thesef.org
www.thesef.org

Sustainable Energy Fund is a non-profit organization organization that assists energy users in overcoming educational and
financial barriers to a sustainable energy future: a future in
which energy is harvested, converted, distributed, and utilized
in a manner that allows all to meet their energy needs without compromising the ability of their children and grandchildren to meet their needs. See our website for information about
our annual EnergyPath Conference!

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Tackling T.I.N.A.

Adam Heidebrink-Bruno
507-360-9888
adh216@lehigh.edu
wordpress.lehigh.edu/tacklingtina
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Tackling T.I.N.A. is a public discussion series on various aspects of economic justice. Our events help dispel one of the
most-prominent myths about contemporary capitalism, that
“There Is No Alternative” (T.I.N.A.). We do this by celebrating the many alternatives that already exist and thinking about
how to use these models of ownership and value to create an
economic system that works for everybody. We partner with
numerous Lehigh Valley organizations in order to have staff,
activists, community leaders, and long-term area residents serve
as facilitators for these important topics. Visit our website to
find an upcoming event or learn how you can get involved.

Touchstone Theatre

321 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-867-1689
Emma Ackerman
emma@touchstone.org
www.touchstone.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Touchstone Theatre is a professional, nonprofit theatre company located in our multi-ethnic and multi-lingual Bethlehem.
At its heart is a resident ensemble of theater artists rooted
both in our local community and the international community
of ensemble-created theaters. The ensemble is engaged in the
creation of original work; the on-going development of theatre
productions in which image, movement, space, and sound play
as important a role as the text; touring selected original and
ensemble-created works; offering educational programs that
inspire students of all ages to discover their creative voice; and
demonstrate the power of theatre as a community-building tool.
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Transitions Lehigh Valley

transitionslv@sustainlv.org
www.sustainlv.org/actlocally/united-stands/
transitions-lehigh-valley/
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Transitions Lehigh Valley is one of over 100 official Transition
Initiatives in the U.S. and part of the global Transitions movement. The Transitions movement looks to communities for
meaningful action regarding peak oil, climate instability, and
economic chaos. Currently, our focus is on creating Transitions
U, a means for providing workshops, training, hands-on learning, strategizing, and think-tank sessions throughout the
Lehigh Valley to engage and empower people in each community, to unleash their creativity and their collaborative strength
and enable them to work toward resilience and sustainability. We are also exploring residential solar energy projects.

Turning Point of Lehigh Valley

444 E Susquehanna Street
Allentown, PA 18103
610-797-0530
24/7 Help Line
877-438-4957 or 610-4373369
Lori G. Sywensky

Turning Point is the domestic-violence agency for Lehigh and
Northampton counties. Its mission is to eliminate domestic
violence in the Lehigh Valley through empowerment, education, and engagement. Services include a 24-hour help line, safe
housing, and options counseling court advocacy, children and
teen programming, and community education and outreach.
Healthcare professionals are trained through medical advocacy
programming. All of the agency’s programs and services are
available in English and Spanish and are provided free of charge.

www.turningpointlv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

United Sludge-Free Alliance

PO Box 39
Kempton, PA 19529
610-823-8258
Darree Sicher
info@usludgefree.org
www.usludgefree.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Our mission is to provide educational information on the
health and safety risks to our food, water, communities, and environment of the backward and dangerous use of sewage sludge
wastes as a false fertilizer and irrigation supply. United SludgeFree Alliance is dedicated to shining light on the issue of sewage sludge solids and liquid wastes disposal. By highlighting
known dangers, contamination “mysteries”, industry-resistant
science, political history, personal stories of community and
worker contamination, alternative uses and actions to take, we
empower you to recapture your health, food, water, air, outdoor
environments, and the wonderful places we call home.

-

Valley Against Sex Trafficking (VAST)

Hamilton Boulevard
PO Box 3174
Allentown, PA 18106

Through collaboration, advocacy, and education, VAST empowers survivors and encourages the community to take action
in the local anti-trafficking movement.

info@thevast.org
www.thevast.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley

14 Gracedale Avenue
Nazareth, PA 18164
610-746-1971
Julie Piñeiro, Secretary
pineirojulie@gmail.com

www.watershedcoalitionlv.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley serves as an
umbrella organization for community watershed associations in Lehigh, Northampton, and surrounding counties.
The Coalition’s mission is to preserve and enhance watersheds
through outreach and education to the public, resource and
information sharing among its community watershed organization members, and advocacy on key issues critical to water
resource health in the Lehigh Valley and surrounding region.
Most recently, the Coalition initiated Pennsylvania’s first Master
Watershed Steward Program, which serves to train ordinary citizens to be effective volunteers in local water resource protection.

Watershed Associations
For more information and a map showing the areas served by each watershed association, visit
watershedcoalitionlv.org.
Bertsch-Hokendauqua-Catasauqua
Watershed Association
(NW Northampton County)

www.bhcwa.org • 610-829-6278 • nprichard@
northhamptoncounty.org

Bushkill Stream Conservancy (Tatamy)
www.bushkill.org
bushkillstreamconservancy@gmail.com

Carbon County Groundwater Guardians
www.carbonwaters.org • 570-335-1947

Cooks Creek Watershed Association
(Springtown)
www.cookscreekpa.org • 610-346-1604
info@cookscreekpa.org

Fry’s Run Watershed Association (Easton)
www.frysrun.org • 610-252-7633
frysrun@gmail.com

Little Lehigh Watershed Coalition (Emmaus)

Maiden Creek Watershed Association
(Kutztown)
www.maidencreekwatershed.org • 610-372-4992

Martins-Jacoby Watershed Association
(Martins Creek)
pmcine4325@aol.com • 610-253-7623

Monocacy Creek Watershed Association
on Facebook • monocacycrwa@gmail.com
610-317-8073

Musconetcong Watershed Association
(Asbury, NJ)
www.musconetcong.org • 908-537-7060

Perkiomen Watershed Conservancy
(Schwenksville)
www.perkiomenwatershed.org • 610-287-9383

Saucon Creek Watershed Association
(Hellertown)
Facebook • kmax@enter.net

www.llwcpa.org
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Protecting the Clean Water Rule

A

ccording to the Pennsylvania
state constitution, Article I,
Section 27 — the ‘Environmental
Rights Amendment’:
“The people have a right to clean air,
pure water, and to the preservation of the
natural, scenic, historic and esthetic values of the environment. Pennsylvania’s
public natural resources are the common
property of all the people, including generations yet to come. As trustee of these
resources, the Commonwealth shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit
of all the people.”
At present, the fundamental right of all
Pennsylvanians to clean water hangs in the
balance as the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), led by Administrator
Andrew Wheeler, is actively working to dismantle the federal Clean Water Rule.
Established in 2015 by the Obama Administration, the rule provided much needed
clarification for which “waters of the United
States” are to receive federal protections under the Clean Water Act (1972). The definition extended protections to smaller waterways including headwaters, ponds, wetlands
and intermittent streams, which ultimately
feed into larger navigable waterways and
drinking water sources.
While industry polluters like to argue
that the rule gives too much authority to
the federal government and inhibits economic growth, it is important to note that
117 million Americans source their drinking water from public systems that tap into
these smaller streams and water recreation
and fishing account for billions each year in
revenue. Additionally, the rule safeguards
approximately 110 million acres of wetlands,
which naturally filter pollutants from con60

taminated water, replenish groundwater and
mitigate flooding.
As some members of Congress, in favor
of corporate polluters, attempt to expedite
the repeal and replacement of the rule with
a looser definition covering a smaller set of
waterways, many Democrats and environmental organizations are speaking up and
suing the Trump Administration for this irresponsible policy undoing.
The Sierra Club Pennsylvania Chapter is
fervently opposed to the removal of the clean
water protections. This past summer, volunteers and supporters in the Lehigh Valley
region wrote inspirational letters addressed
to Administrator Wheeler during the EPA’s
Clean Water Rule public comment period,
which ended on August 13th, 2018.
Most of the letters collected described
the critical value of clean drinking water
and the positive effect childhood memories
of fishing, paddling and boating in healthy
streams have had on their lives. Here’s one
of those letters, written by Gregory Cook of
Bethlehem:
I’ve been fortunate to have lived around
water all my life: growing up near the Fox
River in Elgin, Illinois, then by the Pacific
Ocean off La Jolla, California, moving as
an adult near the confluence of the Des
Moines and Raccoon Rivers in Iowa, and
now living above the Monocacy Creek in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
One thing I’ve noticed in all of these bodies
of water is that given a chance, nature can
heal itself. This is a remarkable thing to see,
and I very much want others to know that
it’s never too late to undo the damage and
even better, to protect our water from harm
in the first place.

As a boy, my mother would never let me
swim in the river near our house, partly due
to the chemical releases from a paint factory upstream. Although the river still suffers from pollution, that particular threat is
gone, and the towns in the Fox River Valley
are proud of their waterfronts.

cially in the state capital, Des Moines. The
struggle between competing interests continues to make solutions difficult, but ensuring
clean water is vital. Collaboration is key.

As a teen, I snorkeled in the ocean when
abalone were free game and therefore rapidly depleted, and I never saw the state
fish, the bright orange garibaldi. Returning as a young adult I was delighted to see
that due to the establishment of a marine
reserve, both species were back, and fishing
was abundant.

I consider where I live now, Bethlehem and
the state of Pennsylvania, to have the most
beautiful and promising waters and waterways of anywhere I’ve lived. I love the vistas
and the fish and the recreation I share with
my grandchildren near and in the Monocacy Creek and other waterways in the
Delaware River Watershed. In some ways
the struggle for clean water in Pennsylvania
reminds me of what I saw in Iowa, and collaboration is key here too.

Living in Iowa, I saw the struggle over agricultural runoff full of nitrates from fertilizers
and the need for clean drinking water, espe-

Nature can heal itself if we let it. That’s the
takeaway I leave with you as I urge collaboration for clean water in our beautiful state.

by Rachel Rosenfeld
Rachel is Community Outreach Coordinator
for the Sierra Club Pennsylvania Chapter.

Egypt McPherson-Vasquez

Rachel Rosenberg’s essay speaks to two of the Alliance’s goals:
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance works to:
• Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend and
• Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community interests
and ensure that communities can assert their rights as a higher priority than corporations claim
for themselves.
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WDIY 88.1 FM Lehigh Valley’s Community NPR Station

301 Broadway, 3rd Floor
Bethlehem, PA 18015

www.wdiy.org

Tune in for NPR programming, WDIY Classics, The Blend,
public affairs, folk, and jazz programming Monday through
Friday. (See our website for the complete schedule.) The mission of WDIY as a public radio station is to engage the Lehigh
Valley community through a wide-ranging exchange of music,
arts, news ,and culturally-diverse information. WDIY partners
with various community and business organizations in the
Lehigh Valley.

NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Facebook: wdiy881 Twitter: @WDIYFM

610-694-8100 ext 4
Alison DelRe
info@wdiy.org

See our ad on back cover.

-

Weston A. Price Foundation-Lehigh Valley

PO Box 5
Easton, PA 18044
484-719-3800
Martin Boksenbaum
martin@sustainlv.org
www.wapf4lv.wordpress.com
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

The Weston A. Price Foundation is dedicated to restoring
nutrient-dense foods to the American diet through education,
research, and activism. Founded in 1999, the Foundation disseminates the research of nutrition pioneer Dr. Weston Price,
whose studies of isolated non-industrialized peoples established
the nutritional parameters of human health and determined
the optimum characteristics of human diets. Our local chapter,
WAPF-LV, hosts public presentations dealing with food, nutrition, health, and food-producing systems. We also publish a
small, quarterly newsletter and, to help connect consumers to
local food producers, a directory of local farms.
Like us on Facebook: westonprice.lvchapter

-

Wildlands Conservancy

3701 Orchid Place
Emmaus, PA 18049
610-965-4397
Elizabeth Dugan
edugan@wildlandspa.org
www.wildlandspa.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Wildlands Conservancy is a nonprofit land trust of the Lehigh
Valley and Lehigh River watershed. We’ve been creating lasting connections to nature since 1973, through land protection,
environmental stewardship, and education. Wildlands has
protected more than 54,000 acres of high-conservation-value
lands, it benefits more than 19,000 school-age children annually
through environmental education and is focused on improving
water quality and wildlife habitat within and beyond its nine
nature preserves totaling more than 2,600 acres. Wildlands’
main office and the Air Products Environmental Education
Center is at its 77.5-acre Pool Wildlife Sanctuary in Emmaus.
For more information visit our website.

-

Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp (Peace Camp)

313 West 4th Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-691-8730
Amanda Zaniesienko or
Marcie Lightwood
lepoco@fast.net

Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp (Peace Camp)
takes place every summer in late July. Founded in 1990, this
one-week camp involves children from Kindergarten through
7th grade and teen/adult volunteers in fun and creative songs,
games, stories, and craft projects, mostly in small groups with a
focus on peace and justice themes. Registration forms are usually available in the LEPOCO Office by March.

www.lepoco.org/peace-camp
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

YWCA of Bethlehem

3895 Adler Place
Building A, Suite 180
Bethlehem, PA 18017
610-867-4669 ext 102
Stephanie Hnatiw
shnatiw@ywcabethlehem.org
www.ywcabethlehem.org
NON - PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

Dedicating to eliminating racism, empowering women, and
promoting peace, justice, freedom, and dignity for all. Our
services include: a caring and affordable place for adult day
services center for adults age 60 years or older diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease and intellectual disabilities, case management, and recreational activities for seniors
at Fred. B. Rooney Building, Great Decisions Foreign Policy
Lecture Series, and girls’ and women’s empowerment programs
such as TechGYRLS after-school STEM program, Prom Dress
Day, LPGA-USGA Girls Golf of Lehigh Valley, and racial justice education programs such as Study Circles on Racism and
Race Relations.

Tom Maxfield
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Tom Maxfield
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About the Alliance
As it has done since its inception, the Alliance supports the many and varied sustainability efforts of individuals, non-profit organizations, communities, sustainable businesses, farms, and other groups. As we pursue the positive outcomes the
sustainability movement seeks, we also fight against the negatives, the entrenched
system’s threats to sustainability.
We believe more than ever that collective organizing and action are needed to be effective. This includes recognizing our debt to and kinship with others on the road to
a sustainable, regenerative society, based upon enduring wisdom and careful stewardship. We envision a future characterized by a self-healing environment, honorable and ethical behavior, self-determination, and secure freedoms for a diverse
people. In 2018, the Alliance, represented by Joris and Suzie Rosse, signed on to the
Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania’s Treaty of Renewed Friendship.
Our listing on page 4 provides more information about who we are, about our
broad definition of sustainability, what we do, and how to contact us.
If you see your values in the Mission, Vision, and Goals on the facing page, please
endorse what we’re doing, both as an individual and as a representative of your
group, community organization, or business.
Join us. Here are some of the opportunities, including some of our recent and current
activities and achievements:
•• Working Groups: to focus attention on particular matters. Currently:
–– Artisans Co-Lab (page 5)
–– Beyond Capitalism Working Group, BCWG (page 7)
–– Communications: producing our various media presences: Sustainable
Lehigh Valley, our website, our Facebook page, ‘Sustainability Doings’
(e‑newsletter), the Sustainability Commons
–– Natural Builders Guild (page 45)
–– Transitions Lehigh Valley (page 58)
–– BCWG’s Left Turn quarterly
–– Communities of the Sustainability Commons (see next page)
•• Public Gatherings: we create and host community dialogues, workshops, and
public meetings to encourage thinking and discussion.
–– On April 24, 2018, we hosted a Sustainable Lehigh Valley release party at
the re-opening of the LV Social Impact Center event at the Touchstone Café
in Bethlehem.
–– On September 21, the Beyond Capitalism Working Group and cosponsors
hosted a performance of Howard Zinn’s Marx in Soho at the Ice House on
Sand Island in Bethlehem.
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•• Internships for college and university students: since 2004, over 100 students have worked on projects as diverse as campus sustainability, climate
action, healthy food for healthy communities, climate & sustainability for
teachers, community & restorative justice systems, and community planning
for resilience & sustainability. These internships support efforts to rethink
‘business as usual’. (For more information, go to internships.sustainlv.org.)
–– Summer Internships: In our summer internships, we take on larger,
more complex projects. In the summer of 2018, a team of five students
created a Sustainability Impact Assessment for the Da Vinci Science
City proposed for downtown Easton. See the Sustainability Impact
Assessment page on our website for more information.
–– In the fall, two Lehigh students completed internships: an assessment
of and recommendations for sustainability in the craft brewing industry,
and an exploration of the criminal justice system, with an emphasis on
what’s happening — and what’s needed — in the Lehigh Valley.
–– Summer intern projects planned for 2019 include Sustainability for
Independent Cafés & Brewpubs and Climate Action Planning.
•• Natural Builders Guild: The Guild has been hosting meetings, trainings,
and educational programs at the Lehigh Valley Social Impact Center’s
Touchstone Café space for people experienced in the building trades as well
as for people who’d like to learn.
•• Transitions U: a major project focus of our Transitions Lehigh Valley working group is to provide multi-session training, learning, and concept development workshops and courses. Under the TU banner, we include the programs of sustainability-minded organizations and institutions throughout
the Lehigh Valley as well as courses developed by the Alliance.
–– 2017 and continuing: Faramarz Farbod has provided several re-thinking
courses for the Alliance, the most recent at the time of this writing
is “Hollywood Cinema and Politics”.
–– We’ve hosted presentations given by Thomas Linzey and Chad Nicholson
about Community Bills of Rights and Rights of Nature and plan to include Democracy School-like presentations as part of TU.
•• Sustainability Commons: virtual intranet workspace that unites, empowers
and engages organizations and individuals, providing a work platform for
developing effective actions.
–– At present, March 2019, there are some nineteen communities (virtual
workspaces) on the Commons. Some of the recent additions are Artisans
Co-Lab, Community Planning for Resilience & Sustainability, and the
Natural Builders Guild.
•• Schools Initiatives: developing interdisciplinary teaching guides to encourage and help teachers cover sustainability topics.
–– In 2017, we published Let’s Talk About Climate!, encouraging and assisting teachers to make climate and sustainability a major focus across all
subject areas and grade levels, using inquiry-based approaches.
–– Currently in the works: Let’s Talk About Food!, a similar across-the-curriculum guide on food, health, and sustainability.
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•• Collaboratives: maintaining relationships with groups such as the
Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund, Lehigh Valley Food Policy
Council, Lehigh Valley Social Impact Center, and LEPOCO Peace Center.
–– In October 2018, we worked with CELDF and other organizational
cosponsors to present at Lehigh University a screening of Invisible Hand,
an important new documentary about the democracy movement CELDF
is spearheading, one whose goal is to establish rights for people and nature over the systems that control them.
–– Working with the Lehigh Valley Social Impact Center out of the
Touchstone Café space, we’re beginning to engage SouthSide Bethlehem
organizations, businesses, residents, institutions,and college students in
collaborative efforts to develop the community.
–– ‘Welcome, Neighbor’: In 2017, we revived this exhibition (created in
2010) by the Collective Memory Project in collaboration with the ACLU
of Pennsylvania– Lehigh Valley Chapter (see page 1), the Alliance,
and community members. Since its revival, it has been exhibited at local
schools, community centers, and colleges.
•• Left Turn – The Beyond Capitalism Working Group created this new progressive publication for the Lehigh Valley. We published the first issue in
October 2018, and issue #2 in February 2019.
We invite your participation in any and all of these.
We also invite you to create your own project, making use of the resources available to you through the Alliance. Contact us.

How We Began
The story of our startup is perhaps familiar to you. We include it again here for
the uninitiated.
Back in 2002, Jerry Brunetti and Martin Boksenbaum started the ball rolling
by organizing a forum called Building Regional Sustainability and Democracy.
Held at the Cathedral Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem on October 9, 2002,
the forum focused on how townships, boroughs, grassroots activists, regional
coalitions, local food producers, and community organizations could build regional sustainability and democracy. Jerry, for the Lehigh Valley Chapter of the
Weston A. Price Foundation, and Martin, for the Lehigh Valley Greens, invited
as many activists and organizations doing good work in the Lehigh Valley as we
could think of.
Some fifty or so Lehigh Valley activists and representatives of organizations arrived, and Jerry gave the welcome. State Rep. Bob Freeman made an introductory statement. Stacey Schmader spoke about her nonprofit in South-Central
PA supporting local food systems. All in attendance got the chance to stand and
talk about what they and their organizations were doing — but the person who
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really shook things up that evening was Tom Linzey of CELDF (Community
Environmental Legal Defense Fund).
The thrust of his hour and a half presentation was that all our single-cause efforts, while able to have a momentary win here or there, did not have the clout to
win in any lasting way against the power of the entrenched system, the system
that was doing the harms each of us was battling against. To be truly effective,
Tom said, meant working collaboratively, collectively.
There was sufficient interest in what Tom said for us to have a series of followup meetings, culminating in Tom Linzey’s return for a meeting at the end of
February 2003, at Morning Star Center. Because of the shared belief of the
thirty or so people present that, to have any power, we needed to work together,
we decided, right then and there, to create that united voice.
In the course of the next few months, we came up with a lengthy Statement of
Principles, which we then used as the basis for a compact statement to be used
in engaging others: the Endorsement Statement, with its Vision, Mission, and
Goals (see page 69). We had lost some people during the long wordsmithing
process, but a core group plunged ahead. We organized community dialogues,
developed energy projects, published the first Directory of Organizations and
Businesses That Promote Sustainable Communities (in 2004), created our website, started our internship program, organized a number of working groups. We
incorporated and became a 501(c)(3) tax exempt nonprofit. And we’ve been going
at it ever since.

Jennifer Ortega-Abodon
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The Alliance’s Vision, Mission, and Goals
Vision
We envision a sustainable, regenerative society, based upon enduring wisdom and
careful stewardship. We envision a future characterized by a self-healing environment, honorable and ethical behavior, self-determination, and secure freedoms for a
diverse people.

Mission
The Alliance is dedicated to working for community sustainability. This will involve
wholistic approaches to the environment, social justice, health, participatory democracy, and local economies. We are committed to active, collaborative approaches to
achieving long-term positive outcomes.

Goals
To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance and its members work
to:
1. Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend
2. Protect and extend fundamental rights and opportunities throughout the range
of human diversity
3. Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community interests and ensure that communities can assert their rights as a
higher priority than corporations claim for themselves
4. Foster strong local economies that provide secure and fulfilling livelihoods,
foster enjoyable community life, work in harmony with nature, and strengthen
the viability of independent local businesses and farms
5. Encourage people to consume food that is whole, locally produced, and grown
in ways that sustain and rebuild soil, water, wildlife, vegetation, and the lives
of all of us
6. Promote discussion, education, and understanding of ways to maximize the
health of individuals and communities.
By working towards these goals, the Alliance aspires to accomplish the broader purpose that led to its formation in 2003.
For a more detailed discussion of these topics, see the Declaration of Principles on
our website.

To endorse this Vision-Mission-Goals statement and become a member of the
Alliance, go to the About Us section of our website. [www.sustainlv.org/about-us]
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Advertise in
Sustainable Lehigh Valley
Would advertising your businesses attention to sustainability help
promote your business?
Does your business have an interest in promoting or building
sustainable communities? Then please consider advertising in
Sustainable Lehigh Valley — this booklet reaches thousands of
people who, because they are already interested in sustainability,
are a target audience.
Display ads range from business-card size to full-pagers. Color ads
on the back cover and inside the front and back covers; black-andwhite ads are the concluding section of this booklet.
In addition to the ad itself, you get a descriptive listing in the
Advertisers section, and these are posted for a full year in the
online directory on the Alliance website.
You can edit the online listing at any time — and because it’s online,
your listing will show up in Internet searches.
From our standpoint, we’d like to be able to promote more of the
businesses and professional practices that promote sustainability.
That’s how reciprocity works. We wholeheartedly invite you to
advertise in Sustainable Lehigh Valley.
For more information, see “Advertising” and how to “Submit a
Listing” on the Alliance website, www.sustainlv.org.
Thanks.
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Advertiser Listings

-

Agri-Dynamics, Inc.

6574 S Delaware Drive
Martins Creek, PA 18063
610-250-9280
Regina Marinelli
regina@agri-dynamics.com
www.agri-dynamics.com
ADVERTISER

-

Agri-Dynamics was founded in 1979 to provide natural products for livestock animals. Over the years our line has evolved
into equine, small pet, and human health products and services. Today, we proudly offer additional horticultural services
designed for golf course and turf management. What hasn’t
changed is our ongoing commitment to the health of the family
farm and our planet.
See our ad on page 81

Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley

See our full listing on page 10.
See our ad on inside back cover.

-

Crooked Row Farm

3245 Route 309
Orefield, PA 18069
610-417-6982
Liz Wagner
liz.m.wagner@gmail.com
www.crookedrowfarmpa.com
ADVERTISER

We are a certified-organic, lady-run vegetable farm specializing
in seasonal veggies, herbs, and pasture-raised eggs. We offer a
20–22 week CSA with pick-up locations at our market stand
and at the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center in
Allentown. Our Farm Market in Orefield features vegetables,
fruits, dairy, pasture-raised meat, bread, honey, ferments,
and other seasonally-available eats and treats from over three
dozen local growers in the Greater Lehigh Valley. We are open
year-round with seasonal hours. Visit our website for details.
Thank you for following our organic journey, supporting the
local food economy, and for joining the vegetable adventure.
Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter and Instagram
@thefarmerliz.
See our ad on page 84

Kathryn Amari
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-

Fegley’s Brew Works

812 W Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18101
610-433-7777
Rich Fegley
marketing@thebrewworks.com
www.thebrewworks.com
ADVERTISER

Restaurants and breweries providing eco-friendly dining.
Family owned and operated. Strive to shorten time from field
to plate. Beers brewed on site. Most food vendors within 100
miles. ‘Upcycling’ implemented by partnering with local farms
using brewery’s spent grain for livestock; in turn, the livestock
is purchased for the restaurants. All-natural, responsibly-raised
proteins, produce, and ingredients used whenever possible,
GMO-free rice bran oil, recyclables. 100% renewable energy: wind, solar, LED lighting. View their sustainability initiatives at www.thebrewworks.com.
See our ad on page 80

-

Frey’s Better Foods

1575 Main Street
Hellertown, PA 18055
610-838-6989
Bruce or Diane
bhaas30745@aol.com
www.facebook.com/
FreysBetterFoods/
ADVERTISER

-

We offer a complete line of health food products and vitamins,
a wide selection of organic foods and organic produce, glutenfree products, hormone- and antibiotic-free meats, and bulk
items. We support local farmers! An unsolicited testimonial:
“As a steady customer for all these 25 years of Frey’s Better
Foods, I cherish the friendly atmosphere, the go-local feel, and
the high-quality goods. If what you’re looking for is not one of
the vast number of stocked items, Diane will usually be able to
special order it for you.”
See our ad on page 84

Green Harvest Food Emporium

140B Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-252-6360
Doreen Repsher
greenharvestinc@aol.com
www.greenharvestfood.com
ADVERTISER

We’re located in the Grand Eastonian Suites Hotel building on Northampton Street in beautiful, downtown Easton,
Pennsylvania. Our gourmet deli features wraps, sandwiches,
salads, and paninis using the best and freshest ingredients.
We also offer many vegan and gluten-free options for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Ask about our special request vegan
baked goods! We also do catering for social and corporate
events: weddings, breakfasts, brunches, lunches, dinners,
picnics and more. We use local, sustainable food whenever possible. www.facebook.com/GreenHarvestFood
See our ad on page 81
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-

Healthy Alternatives |

7150 Hamilton Boulevard
Trexlertown, PA 18087
Store: 610-366-1711
Café: 	610-366-1711
ADVERTISER

Café Santosha

Healthy Alternatives is a family-owned and operated health
food store in Trexlertown, PA. Our mission is to provide natural, organic and vegetarian options at competitive prices, and
to help promote lifestyles of good health, well-being, and environmental awareness. Our Café Santosha provides lunch daily: soups, salads, and sandwiches. Organic and vegan-friendly.
See our ad on page 82

-

Jenny’s Kuali

102 E 4th Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-758-8088
Jenny and Roy Lim
jennyskuali@gmail.com
jennyskuali.com
ADVERTISER

-

Located in South Side Bethlehem, Jenny’s Kuali is proud to be
part of the sustainable community, serving this area for over six
years. We specialize in Malaysian and vegetarian cuisine, as
well as noodles and dumplings, and we offer some gluten-free
and vegan options. We support our local farmers by using fresh
and local ingredients when possible We support the environment and only use paper straws upon request to our customers.
Facebook: jennyskuali
See our ad on page 84

Johnny’s Bagels and Deli

johnnysbagelsanddeli.com
Bethlehem
Main Street – corner of Main &
Market Streets | 610-861-8299
Campus Square –
S New Street at Morton Street
484-895-3712
Westgate Mall –
2339 Schoenersville Road
610-866-5362

We’re proud to be part of the sustainable community. We make
our bagels from scratch, on premises. Ask about fair trade &
organic coffees selections for the day. We have fair trade fruit
and fresh, local food when we can get them. We have cut our
garbage waste by ⅓ using dishes and silverware rather than
single-use products, and we are working to eliminate Styrofoam
take-out containers. Johnny’s goal is to be part of the movement
toward health consciousness and human consciousness, where
care of the earth and other beings is the only way to free mind,
body and spirit.
See our ad on page 83

Allentown
640 Hamilton Street*

* moving to 6th & Linden –summer 2019)

610-439-1122

Coming soon: Lehigh Valley Mall, outside Boscov’s (lower level)

ADVERTISER
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-

JPT Contracting

610-737-4286
Paul Theissen
jptcontracting@gmail.com
www.jptcontracting.com
ADVERTISER

JPT Contracting is a family owned and operated home remodeling company that strives to provide clients with the best we
can: top quality craftsmanship and products through sustainable practices. We are experienced with all types of interior and
exterior projects and have always been valued by our clients for
the excellent quality and service that we provide. As a family,
we feel strongly about supporting sustainable products and
services, and this practice carries into our work as we provide
updated spaces for our clients to thrive. Please visit our website
to check out some of our latest projects.
See our ad on page 81

-

Living Potentials

55 Scout Road
Kempton, PA 19529
610-756-6867
Stephen Hoog
livingpotentials@yahoo.com
ADVERTISER

Living Potentials is a holistic business offering macrobiotic
dietary and lifestyle counseling. Stephen makes use of applied
kinesiology in dietary advice, in determining supplement and
herbal usage to promote allergy relief, and for meridian emotional release. In addition, Stephen teaches food forest development classes, does wild food and herb walks, and lectures on
macrobiotics, shiatsu, and holistic health in the Lehigh Valley.
He is a former director of the Shiatsu Certification Course at
Lehigh Valley Healing Arts Academy, Emmaus.
See our ad on page 82

-

Nature’s Way

143 Northampton Street
(free parking in rear)
Easton, PA 18042
610-253-0940
Karen Neuman or Sarah
Adams
easton.naturesway@gmail.com
www.natureswayeaston.com

Nature’s Way Market is located in the historic district of
Easton, Pennsylvania and has been serving the community
for over 42 years. We offer local and organic dairy, meats and
vegetables, and an impressive bulk section which includes
herbs, grains, beans, fruits, and nuts. We have a large selection
of quality supplements and a knowledgeable staff on hand to
answer your questions. Our mission is to educate and inform.
Visit Nature’s Way on Facebook at Easton-Nature’s Way.
See our ad on inside front cover

ADVERTISER

-

Nurture Nature Center

See our full listing on page 45.
See our ad on inside front cover.
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-

The Organic Mattress Store

1075 Main Street
Hellertown, PA 18055

As organic mattress specialists, we like bringing you the best.
Having most of the organic mattress manufacturers’ beds in
different firmnesses at our showroom makes it easy for custom484-851-3636
ers to feel what works best. People ask what is an organic mattress? It’s simple; they’re constructed from all natural materials.
Lee & Dennis Hornick
Purity, health, luxury, and comfort coexist. Our mattresses and
info@theorganicmattressstore.com
accessories are clean, green, and as close to nature as possible.
www.theorganicmattressstore.com Your loved ones deserve to be sleeping on these comfortable,
clean products. Peace of mind is our gift to you.
ADVERTISER
See our ad on page 81

-

Second Nature Health Food Store

329 W Main Street
Kutztown, PA 19530
610-683-5020
Elaine Kilgannon
ekilgannon55@gmail.com
secondnaturekutztown.com
ADVERTISER

Since opening in 1996, our store has promoted a holistic
method to wellness and healing. Our store’s proprietor and
clinical herbalist, Elaine Kilgannon, is dedicated to providing herbal alternatives to her customers. Additionally, Second
Nature contains a quality selection of organic products, natural
foods, gluten-free foods, herbs, vitamins, sports supplements,
essential oils, and useful literature. We also do special orders.
Our store’s knowledgeable and friendly staff is always willing to
help. We encourage customer awareness of traditional healing
therapies, proper nutrition, beneficial lifestyle choices and offer
free health consultations to all customers. Come in or browse
our website.
See our ad on page 82

-

The Stone House Group

301 Broadway
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-868-9600
www.theSHG.com
ADVERTISER

Providing facilities consulting services since 1999:

❖❖ Facilities & project management
❖❖ Energy management
❖❖ Building commissioning
❖❖ Sustainability
See our ad on page 82

-

WDIY

See our full listing on page 62
See our ad on back cover
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Mabriel Martinez
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Allentown
640 Hamilton Street

ley
the al
best of after year!
– ye a r

Historic Downtown
472 Main Street
610-861-8299

( moving to 6th & Linden, summer 2019 )

610-439-1122

3 Bethlehem Locations
Campus Square
S. New & Morton Street
484-895-3712

Westgate Mall
2339 Schoenersville Rd.
610-866-5362

Coming soon: Lehigh Valley Mall, outside Boscov’s (lower level)
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Should conserve every bit of energy by turning the lights off at night.
I close the light when I take a shower. Closing the water when I brush
my teeth. I recycle paper and plastic. I walk to work instead of using
a car. I wash big loads of clothes to conserve water.
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Fresh is better!

When it comes to great food, nothing beats the freshness
and taste of local! Find local farms, farmers markets, and
other producers near you with our Local Food Finder at

www.buylocalglv.org

Using EBT/ACCESS? Double your dollars for fresh, local fruits and vegetables with
Lehigh Valley Fresh Food Bucks! Visit www.freshfoodbucks.org to learn more!

Internships

Rethink the System — Work for Change
Some recent & planned internships

Climate Action • Community & Restorative Justice Systems
Food, Health, and Climate • Communication
Community Planning for Resilience & Sustainability
This was an absolutely wonderful and invaluable
experience for me… a major reason why I was
offered this job.
— GP, Moravian College (Democracy In Action)

Unlike any traditional class, I was given an
opportunity to gain first-hand knowledge on real
challenges… while working towards real progress
within the community.

“Working with the Alliance allowed me to
work with individuals who share my passion for
sustainability, as well as to voice my own ideas….
Being able to work on something I really care
about was a truly rewarding and enjoyable ex
peri
ence, and I would recommend it to anyone
who has a passion for sustainability.
— LB, Muhlenberg College (Communication & Media)

— BB, Lehigh University (Sustainability In Healthcare)

See internships.sustainlv.org
or email peter@sustainlv.org

NPR NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS
AND AN ECLECTIC MIX OF MUSIC

MANY CHOICES.

REAL VOICES.

™

Listen online at WDIY.ORG

